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A LARGE ESTATE
The Late Lucy C. Farnsworth
Left Property Valued At
$1,266,740

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, July 23, 1936

MORAN SAID TO BE SLATED

THREE CENTS A COPY

HEAVY REWARD OFFERED

IN QUEST OF QUODDY

For Position On the New Maritime Commission As Last Resort Leading To Detection Of the Where the Magician Waved a Wondrous Wand
Before the Dream Ended
Slayer Of Mrs. Ada Mills
—Carries Salary Of $12,000 a Year

The Inventory of the late Lucy C.
Farnsworth's estate was filed at the
••“•-•-••■•"•“•“•-•-I
Knox Registry of Probate Tuesday,
A well defined report from Washington this morning says that Con
Acting upon the request of Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick, Attorney
confirming the figures previously
gressman
E.
C.
Moran,
Jr.
is
to
be
selected
as
one
of
the
members
of
a
General
Clyde R. Chapman yesterday offered, in behalf of the State, a
given in this newspaper It repre-

Z
The world Is a comedy to those X sents a total whlch has never had a commission of five to be set up under the new merchant marine bill passed reward of $1000 for information which would lead to the arrest and
by the last Congress, and which replaces the White-Jones Act.
conviction of the murderer of Mrs. Ada Mills of Camden. It was stipu
••• that think, a tragedy to those
j parallel in Rockland. $1,266,740.63.
♦ who feel —Horace Walpole
Other inventories filed at Tuesday's
The
new
bill
is
a
compromise
measure,
said
to
he
mainly
satisfactory
lated that no part of this reward may be claimed by any officer charged
•••

session were; Estates of Syrena W.
Ulmer, St. George, $2857.48; Walter
“I want to know,” said the grim L. Ulmer, St. George, $1000; Annie F.
faced woman, “how much money my Lothrop, Rockland, $2856.26; Charles
husband drew out of the bank last H. Wooster, Rockport, $10,649 64;
Leonard M. Deardon, St. George.
week."
“I cannot give you that Informa- $645 47; William S. Pettee. Rockland,
tion, madam," said the man in the $503.20; George T. Young. North
cage.
j Haven, $500 00; Jeannette E. Corthell,
"You’re the paying teller, aren’t (Rockport, $1986 93; Ivan E. Cunningyou?”
‘ham, Rockland, $1727; Elora M.
“Yes, but I am not the telling teller." J Richards, Camden, $3852.19; Georgia
—Montreal Star.
E. Glover, Camden, $5102.67.

Volume 91.................. Number 88.

to the vaiious elements which engaged in the controversy, and provides a with the enforcement of Maine’s criminal laws.
system of handling the merchant marine practically as outlined in an
The details of the shocking crime are still too fresh in the minds of
address delivered by Congressman Moran Before thc Rockland Lions Knox County people to necessitate any lengthy statement.

(By The Roving Reporter)
blue. And here is the Atlantic House
of Millbridge advertising “good
ooffee.” There's a proprietor who
knows what a big asset good coffee
Ls.

Covered Bridge Gone
The old covered bridge at Cherryfield has faded out of the picture,
Mrs. Mills, 77 years of age (and not 86, as repeatedly stated by the
Club last summer.
and we crossed the Narragaugas
The members of the new commission will probably be named hy daih papers) lived alone on the Hosmer’s Pond road about two miles out
River over a modern structure. The
name ot Columbia Falls was reminis
President Roosevelt upon his return from his present vacation. Thc of Camden. Tuesday morning, July 7, she appeared at the home of Clay
cent of the days when my good
President names the chairman and the commission selects its own vice Clark, a neighbor, reporting that she had heard noises in the cellar of her
When Bob Webster and I boarded friend, the late Judge Frank B. Miller
house. Claik offered to go with her as soon as he had finished milking,
chairman.
the Pontiac last Sunday morning, taught school there. And here we
Membership on this Board carries a salary of $12,000 a year.
hut Mrs. Mills returned alone. Search was made three days later when and headed that faithful craft due saw a young man leading a
Asked this morning concerning the report Congressman Moran said ' (u|„.r neighbors reported she had not been seen, and Saturday afternoon north, it was with little expectation cow with one hand, while the other
no appointment had yet been made, but intimated that he w as not unac-1 Ju]v 11 |lcr l„,Jy wai found in a clump of bushes at the rear of the house, that the Sabbath would find us rid hand was tightly encircling the slim
quainted with the possibility that he might be selected.
: ber head having been battered presumably with the crowbar found lying ing in a procession of circus caravans waist of a pretty red-cheeked girl,
and inspecting a “graveyard ” Yet who scorned artificial lips. I do not
Ever since his decision to retire from Congress it has been generally nearby,
both of those things came to pass, as know what they were talking about,
accepted that he would be selected for some post even more attractive.
State and Countv officials have worked unceasingly on the case, and
but it probably had nothing to do
you will presently see.
interviewed scores of persons without result. Sheriff Ludwick believes
A stranger standing in front of with how much milk the cow would
fiths
the artists being the;
.
.
.
,
MUSIC IN ROCKPORT Curtis
‘ ' estate),
The Courier-Gazette office watched give.
String Quartet comprising j’hat thc heavy reward may develop valuable evidence.
Diverting the Ponty to No. 1A gave
with interest our preparations for
Jascha Brodsky. Charles Jaffe, vio
me my first view of Whltneyville,
A Series Of Three Concerts lins, Max Aronoff. viola, and Orlando
departure.
Cole cello, and the concert will be
“Isn't this Bob Webster?” he asked. where there is a church conspicuously
To Be Given There By one in a series of three by the
white and neat; and Marshfield.
Bob allowed 'twas so.
Quartet, the others to be on Aug. 9
Noted Artists
We stopped at a filling station ln
"And isn't this the famous Pon
and 16.
Machias and made some inquiries
tiac?”
During the past seasons the group
Rockport, which is the summer
concerning Quoddy.
That too was admitted.
home of several of the faculty mem- I ^as toured extensively, meeting
"Going down to see the wreck?”
"And of course this is the Roving
bers and younger artists of thc everywhere with outstanding success.
Reporter," he said, as I came along the proprietor asked.
Curtis Institute of Music. Philadelhi«h order °f musical taIent of
In the course of the conversation
When all of the answers had been
phia. is proud to announce that con- the Personnel, together with their
Dexter
Cooper’s name was men
certs arranged by and participated thorough mastery of ensemble playgiven
in
the
affirmative
he
added
in by these gifted musicians are to be ing. have Justly won for the quartet
A
bbia,!ler*majonTOn Penn- enroute to his home after attending
tioned.
"Well.
I
live
out
in
New
York,
but
a
national
convention
of
editors
in
renewed within the town this season the distinctive position which it, East and ,a?ar8er,™aJ0!.‘}y
holds
| Sylvania than in 1932. was predicted Maine," said Mr. Martin. “He re through your excellent newspaper
“He’s a peach,” at once declared
The opening concert will be Sun
The Quartet was honored
The
nonorea in
in 1934
ia»» by Representative ,Martin, eastern
__ ported that in his talks with his fel here I follow you on all of your trips.” the tilling station man. "Trouble is,
day. Aug 2, at 8:30 p. m. at the socampaign manager of t Republican low newspaper men all told of the
Knox County Candidates Will Meet With
And with these kindly words he wasn’t permitted to have much
called Eells Barn (the present Grif- with an appearance before President National Committee, the
after touring great swing to Landon and that he
and
Mrs.
Roosevelt
and
their
guests
sounding in our ears, we headed away to say about the Quoddy project."
County Committee and All Others Who Are
was
convinced
that
Landon
will
cer

New
England
with
John
D.
M.
Hamilat the White House. During June,
“How’s politics down here?" I
tainly win. He said there was no at 6.45 a m.. skies lowery, and the air
___
_____ ____
1935,____
the Quartet
wasr________
presented___
inton. Republican national chairman.
Interested
London under the auspices of the I He said the enthusiasm at all the question of Indiana, as it was over cool and bracing. Raindrops on the asked.
THURSDAY, JULY 23-^8.00 P. M. Daylight Time
i English Speaking Union at the home meetings was greater than any he whelmingly for Landon.”
windshield conveyed a mild threat,
"We think about the same as you
• • • «
of Lord and Lady Astor, the Ameri had seen before in his 30 years of
ROCKLAND CITY HALL COURT ROOM
ONE PERFORMANCE ONLY
but in the day's Journey we were des do,” replied the proprietor glancing
can Embassy, and the British Broad campaigning.
The Lemke Party
William Bramhall,
FRIDAY NIGHT AT 11.30
"We have reports from North Caro
casting Company in concerts given
Major party leaders, in the midst of tined to dodge any real shower, such at the campaign legend on the front
as an American contribution toward lina. Florida and Virginia that we campaign preparations, Tuesday pro as visited some parts of the State, of our car, which read "Landon,
Chairman Knox Co. Democratic Committee.
the Silver Jubilee celebration. The have a good fighting chance of carry fessed to see no weakening of their and to bathe in real sunlight.
87-88
Barrows and White.”
interest aroused by these concerts ing those States,” continued Mr Mar party lines as a result of Rep. William
Believe it or not, Mr. Ripley, they
has impelled a more extensive tin. "I expect to visit North Carolina Lemke's Union party Presidential
Lions Join Parade
have a sign in East Machias wHIch
European tour which will take place within a short time. There is con
Traffic is light at that hour on a reads "Speed limit 8 miles an hour."
during October and November of siderable anti-New Deal sentiment in drive.
Democratic Chairman James A
this year. It will include concerts those States, far more than elsewhere
Sunday morning, but a swallow bare How would you like to be the East
Farley
described
as
"too
foolish
to
and broadcasting engagements in the in the South. Thousands of Demo
ly dodged the windshield; achipmunx Machias constable and enforce that
British Isles, Holland. Belgium, crats will vote for Landon in these be worthy of comment,” a state
ment by Rev. Charles E. Coughlin sat prudently on one of those white law?
France. Italy, and Austria. On its States."
return to this country, the group will I Mr. Martin said the Union party that the Union party would elect a stripes until the car was safely past,
Eastport’s Plight
fulfill an active season of engage would have a decided effect on the majority in the House.
Representative Martin, Republican and from time to time wc saw where
ments that will take them from coast
Democratic
vote,
and
said
it
would
cam
p
a
jg
n
manager
in
the
east,
de
large
skunks
and
little
skunks
had
Field
daisies
by the roadside; del
to coast.
The opportunity to hear this illu cut into the Republican vote but ciarecj Landon would lose few votes to not been as cautious as the chip phinium in all of the posy gardens—
Lemke. Any Union party effect in
strious organization will be wel slightly.
“For every Republican vote lost to the east, he said, would be to "make munk.
those are the distinctive features seen
comed by local music lovers, par
Presently we overtook a circus
the
Union
party
ticket,
three
Demo

ticularly devotees of chamber music.
the States doubly sure for us.”
as you ride along. Many persons
caravan well strung out between
• • • •
However, as The Barn affords only j cratic votes will be lost,” he asserted.
Mr.
Martin
said
Pennsylvania
was
Camden and Belfast, with the Waldo were engaged in picking blueberries
limited seating capacity, it is ad-l-l
Landon's Acceptance
visable to make arrangements for never in better shape for the Re
on the eat as you pick plan.
Completion of Landon's 3.500 word County metropolis as its destination.
tickets. either singly, or series, well publicans than now.
"Eastport is worse off than as if
It
was
“
Kay
Bros.
Trained
Animal
acceptance
speech
centered
attention
ln advance, and this mav be done bv
"Former Governor Pinchot is acting
the
Quoddy Project had never been
PHONE
466W
for
the
time
being
upon
Topeka
and
ROCKLAND
632 MAIN STREET
Show.” Lacking the glitter and tin
I communicating with the Curtis for us and will help us tremendously."
String Quartet. IRockport. An at- I said Mr Martin. "Workers who car- the opening of the Republican stand sel of the street parade, thc colored started," we were told by a Whiting
82Th9l
l tractive price has been named for the ried their district by 15,000 majority ard bearer's drive, while there was no wagons nevertheless were clothed business man. “Many of the mer
I series.
1 in 1932 came to us with reports they definite word regarding the subject
chants went to large expense to en
matter of the address, observers looked with the air which has invested the
I------------------------------------------------- would increase the majority to more
for emphasis on such problems as circus from time immemorial. On large their places of business and
FEATHER BEDS
than 20C00 this Noveinber- There is
Maki Up a Party For the Spookiest
.
an example of how Pennsylvania agriculture, relief, employment, fi one canvas covered wagon several put ln large stocks, and with the
nance. tariff, monopoly and the con
r
Now
is
the
time
to
have
J'
our
stands
"
Show You’ve Ever Seen
men and boys were enjoying the sleep bursting of tlie boom they are caught
Feather Bed made into Mattresses
Mr. Martin told of the visit of Wal stitution. The address will be de
and Pillows. ALso Hair Mattresses ter S. Montgomery, editor of “The livered at 8 p. m. (CST) Thursday which a busy night had denied them flat."
ON THE SCREEN
This citizen told me that Barrows
made over. Drop a postal to
The animals in the cages were prob
Daily Tribune” of North Albany, over a national• hookup.
•
The Creepiest Picture We Could
A. F. IRELAND
Ind., as typical of the reports re
ably also asleep as we heard nothing would get a big vote in that section,
Mrs. Dolly Gann, sister of the late
P. O. BOX 63, THOMASTON. MF.. ceived at Republican headquarters.
Get!
Shore Dinners, Lobsters, Steaks, Chicken, Sea Food
from them. Georgia number plates that he thought the Senatorial con
86-89
"Mr. Montgomery just stopped in Charles Curtis, and official hostess for marked all of the cars.
test would be close, and that it was
Under the same management as Sim’s Sandwich Shop
him as Vice President, told Gov.
the
general opinion President Roose
Landon Tuesday that “everything
“They probably do not know that a
Plenty of Parking Spare
Opposte Gulf Service Station
velt is rapidly losing ground.
points to a Republican year." “I am couple of Lions have joined them,
ALL SEATS 40 CENTS
72T-Th-tf
! going to campaign for him," she told I remarkd to Bob, who seemed to
At Whiting we saw still another
' the press.
circus—Eddy Bros.
In Pembroke
think
that
would
be
about
enough
• • • •
fresh
eggs
were
offered
to customers
of wisecracking.
Teddy. Junior. To Speak
at 25 cents a dozen.
On
the
Northport
side
of
Belfast
is
Col. Theodore Roosevelt will speak
TO VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,
Before looking over the Quoddy
in New England and the Middle West an attractive tourist sign which reads
for the Landon-Knox ticket next fail. "Home Nook,” and a little farther settlement at Rice Hill on the out
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND
on there is another unique sign, sug skirts of Eastport, we drove into the
CAMEIFROM FRISCO
gestive of the horse and buggy days city with designs on a good dinner
which informs passersby that Dr. but the sleepy day clerk at a local
Grant T. Demmons, Now Of Tapley holds forth there. "Night hotel said they would not be serving
for one hour, so we went out and
the West Coast, Looking Fall Lodge” is another sign which gossiped with the city marshal, an
shows that the owner has an origi
Up Old Friends Here
Irishman with the customary Irish
nal idea.
sense
of humor, who told us some of
We were tempted to stop at Bay
The picture of health, and looking
View
Lodge
outside
of
Belfast
and
scarcely a day older than when he
i
’
(Continued on Page Two)
last visited Rockland nearly 10 years say hello to Eben Grafton the former
ago.
Grant
T.
Demmons,
now
a
resi

Thomaston ball player who now
,
j®
®r«T
dent of San Francisco, walked into
The Courier-Oazette office yesterday makes his home at that attractive re YOUR FAVORITE POEM
a a > a ■ a
'■■I
afternoon. Called to Maine by the sort.
If I had my life to live again I would
death of his mother. Mr. Demmons
have made a rule to read some poetry
Seeing Queer Names
and listen to some music at least onca
could not forego the pleasure of a
a week. The loss of these tastes ls a
I visit to Rockland to see Dr. J. A.
Crossing the Waldo-Hancock bridge loss of happiness. -—Charles Darwin.
, Richan. with whom he has long
maintained personal correspondence, we were informed that the traffic
LOSS OF THE ROYAL GEORGE
this summer is a little heavier than
land some other old friends.
Mr. Demmons was in the Coast for the corresponding period last year. Toll for the Brave—
The brave that are no more!
i Guard from 1919 to 1928. serving
Odd names for tourist homes con All sunk beneath the wave
The annual celebration of the Birthday of General Henry Knox will be
| that department in Maine, New
Fast by their native shore!
SPECIAL—SUNDAY, JULY 26
"Shadow
Haimpshire,
Louisiana.
Alabama. tinued to impress us.
hundred of the brave.
held at Montpelier in Thomaston, Saturday, July 23. The mansion will be
! Mississippi, Florida, Virginia and Lane,” "Sheldon's Folly,” “White Eight
STEAMER NORTH HAVEN will leave Tillson Wharf at 6.30, Day
Whose courage well was tried.
.
South
Carolina,
retiring
with
the
Pillars,” and "Balm o' Gilead Inn' Had made the vessel heel
light Time, for North Haven, Stonington and Swan's Island.
open for public inspection from 10 A. M. to 6 P. M.
And laid her on her side.
rank of chief electrician's mate.
STEAMER W. S. WHITE will leave Tillson Wharf at 9 o'clock. Day
were a few of them.
He yielded to an invitation to be
light Time, for Vinalhaven.
land-breeze shook the shrouds
Passing through Ellsworth, where a A
Admission for this-day reduced to"25 cents.
,
come a member of the staff of the
And she was overset;
Regular Sunday Excursions—both steamers leave at 9 o’clock for
large
section
of
the
city's
center
has
Down
went the Royal Oeorge.
S. S. President Hoover on her maiden
this beautiful sail through the Penoboseot Bay islands, returning in
trip, but was not much elated when never been rebuilt since the confla With all her crew complete.
the late afternoon.
The day’s exercises will include—
he found that many Chinamen were gration. we faced a ride of 115 miles Toll for the brave!
Brave Kempenfelt is gone;
| taking the places of Americans he
N. B. Tomorrow is the only Sunday Steamer North Haven will leave
last sea-fight is fought.
! thought should be employed, and to Quoddy. which was our destination Hls
9.00 A. M. Ceremonies at the grave.
earlier than 9 o'clock.
His work of glory done.
when he reached San Francisco the We stopped long enough in Sullivan
1 0.00 A. M. Annual meeting Knox Memorial Association.
I burg looked so good to him that he to drink in the beauty of the remark It was not ln the battle;
tempest gave the shock;
•
decided to hang up his hat and stay able picture represented by the blue No
She sprang no fatal leak.
Afternoon—Reception by Ladies of the D. A. R. in Colonial Costumes.
| a while. This was in 1932. and he
She ran upon no rock.
[ likes the place so well that he has watered bay with the chain of Mt,
’’Minuet" danced by pupils of Miss Doris Heald.
Hls sword was ln its sheath.
I become a permanent resident. Dur Desert hills in the foreground.
Hls fingers held the pen.
Old time songs by children under direction of Mrs. Edith Richards and
ing the war he was in the aviation
The ride down the Maine coast on When Kempenfelt went down
service.
a pleasant summer day has few With twice four hundred men.
Mrs. Grace Strout
Enroute from the West Coast he
—Weigh the vessel up
visited in Stirling, Colo., a sister he parallels either from the point of Once dreaded by our foes!
Girls and Women Experienced in Hand Sewing and
Orchestra under direction of Mrs. Emma Harvie
had not seen in 25 years—Mrs. Made beauty or interest, and we “took And mingle with our cup
Machine Sewing Wanted At Once.
line Blair. He plans to remain in time out" for a few observations. In The tears that England owes.
Rockland
a few days.
timbers yet are sound.
There will be an exhibition of Home Industries in the Museum Room.
Sullivan we saw a tourist home called Her
Steady Work. Good Pay. Apply in person
And she may float again
"Idle a While,” and not far away Full charged with England's thunder,
Ice cream and cake will be served on the grounds.
"White Horse Tavern,” suggestive And plow the distant main:
Kempenfelt ls gone,
somewhat of "Merrie England.” We But
Hls victories are o’er;
86’89
613 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
saw one of those popular white And he and hls eight hundred
Shall plow the wave no more.
I
houses with blue blinds—and I mean
—Willlam Cowper,

GAINS IN THE SOUTH

And a Complete Sweep Of the East Predicted For
the Republican Ticket

DEMOCRATIC MEETING

COMIQUE

CHRYSLER

PLYMOUTH

SALES AND SERVICE

E. 0. PHILBROOK & SON

:: SIM’S::
NEW LOBSTER GRILL

‘MURDER BY TELEVISION'

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS

A PUBLIC INVITATION

TO ATTEND THE KNOX BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION JULY 25

^sr-ir

«II

HELP WANTED IMMEDIATELY!

—

MODERN SPORTWEAR CO.

READ THE ADS

The Courier-Gazette

IN QUEST OF QUODDY

TWILIGHT LEAGUE

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

WARREN

The sermon topic Sunday morning
at the Baptist Church will be
"Getting Back the First Principles".
Church school will be at noon, and
Christian Endeavor at 6. Following
the opening song service in the eve
had done down that way.
I now visible to the passing motorist. ning, the pastor will speak on. "What
Leaving Eastport we went to Calais. Seek Ye?”
Houses For What?
Mrs. Delia Hayes and daughter
and home via Topsfield. Lincoln and
Marie
Hayes
During the height of the boom Bangor, adding an inland variety to Miss
•
are gue$ts
Qf of Somerville,
Tpague
5000 men were employed, Today the day’s travels. We lunched at | Mlsscs shirlev Howard and Edna
there are less than 300. who are en-1 Brooks Bluff Dining Room, an a
Howard returned Sunday to North
gaged mostly in packing up the idle tractive wayside resort presided over Waldoboro after passing several
...
.
by Alice E. Burr as hostess. Dinner, ^eeks
their aunt, Mrs. Isa
j
gear. On a side track was a loco,
, . . | Teague.
,
, j was not being served at that hour but i Mrs Edith Revnolds and two
motive with steam up, and attached thf accommodating proprietor set j children and Mrs. Florence Starrett
to a short train of cars, on which I jOrth a very good substitute.
i of North Waldoboro, spent Tuesday
was some material presumably for a f Picnic shelters were attracting Sf^^°<Harriet "p^Stevens 8 oT New

Batting Carnival At Com
.North Pole. Sunday I was glad to
(Continued from Page One)
munity Park Last Night
Wash ye, make you clean; put
------------------------------------------------- find that a space had been cleared
away the evil of your doings from be
Netted Total Of 50 Bases the ridiculous things the government around it so that the monument is
fore mine eyes; cease to do evil. —
Isa. 1: 16.
For President*

ALF M. LANDON
of Kansas

Every-Other-Day
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Coming Games
Tonight—Thomaston at St. Oeorge.
Friday—Rockland at Thomaston.
Saturday—St. George at Camden.
Sunday (3 p. m.)—Camden at
Thomaston.
• » • •
Thc League Standing

had been employed the last few
weeks ln the home of Mrs Ernest
Black, who has been ill with rheuma
tic fever.
Tickets to the Bi-centenntal ball
are being rapidly sold. As they will
be limited because of the size of the
hall, townspeople are urged to get
them early. W. H. Robinson heads
the committee and tickets are to be
available from him or Clarence
Spear. E. W. Perkins. Miss Marjorie
Spear. Miss Katheryn Peabody. Miss 1
Etta L. Starrett. Children are also [
selling tickets.
Services Sunday at the Congrega
tional Church will be at 10:30.
The Mathews Memorial Library
will not be open Thursday night, if
the weather is fair.

1 want everyone in Rockland and Vicinity
who suffers from persistent indigestion and
stomach ulcers to take advantage of this op
portunity.

VAYLO ls a corrective treatment Intended for
GA8TRO IRRITATION. CHRONIC INDIGES
TION. HEARTBURN and OTHER DISTRESS
due to EXCESSIVE ACIDITY of the stomach.
The unusual merit of VAYLO. which Is help
ing so many, will be explained to you ln Rock
land by the following registered pharmacist:
CORNER DRUO (3TORE INC, Corner Main
and Limerock Sts. Your money wlll be gladly
refunded If VAYLO does
not give satisfactory re
lief.
The only require
nW,
dll
ment ls that you follow
the treatment as directed
Call or phone for Informa
tion today.

One of VAYLO’S pleased
users Is Miss C. Monahan,
of Astoria, Long Island,
who has written me:
"For 12 years chronic
Indigestion caused
me
untold misery. I thought
an operation was my
only hope, when a friend
who had; received help,
suggested VAYLO. I found
relief Immediately, and
today am well and happy.
VAYLO was a blessing to
me.”

Camden has lengthened its lead
since the last issue, and is now four
For Vice President
games ahead with the season onethird gone. The race is unquestion
FRANK KNOX
ably going to center on second place,
Pierce-Yailaw
of Illinois
| which this year carries with it a sub
Miss Elsie
Yattaw, youngest
stantial prize. The standing:
"fill" now abandoned.
i many motorists, but I wasnever j York city, Mfs. Mary Lockie. Miss j daughter of Mr. andMrs. Frank H.
W.
L.
PC.
LANDON TONIGHT
The bride wore white lace and hip, Waldoboro, Mrs. Sylvia epiowman.
The settlement at Rice Hill is ex-1 strong for ant sandwiches.
' Dorothea Stevens and Rodney ‘ Yattaw of this placebecame the
Camden............... 11
2
.846
length veil, and carried a bouquet of Mrs. Lillian Dodge and daughter, and
tremely
interesting.
The
administra-j
The
donkey
baseball
outfit,
whicn
Schroyer
of
Washington
D.
c
Rockland ......... .... 6
5
.546
pink roses.
{ Eugene Robinson of Rockland.
;
.
,
,
I
rived
by
motor
Monday
to
spend
a
I
ceremony,
of
Maynard
Pierce,
son
of
6
.455 tion building is almost large enough has hit Knox County ln the course vacatlon at the &teven's summer Mr and Mrs. Edgar Pierce of FriendIt is this Thursday evening that Thomaston.......... 5
Other guests were Mr. and Mrs. j Ice cream and cake were served folSt. George ......
1
10
.091 for a State capitol. The residences of its Maine tour, was playing in, home. Mrs. iLockle re-opened her ! ship. Rev. H. S. Kilborn. pastor of Frank Yattaw. Louis Yattaw, Mrs. | lowing the ceremony. Mr. and Mrs.
Oov. Landon, from 10 to 11 o'clock
,
• « • v
which have been erected there are Calais last Sunday.
own home, for the remainder of the the Thomaston Baptist Church of- William Dobbins and son Robert, , Pierce received many nice gifts.
Camden 12, Thomaston 2
Eastern Standard Time, will be heard
Mr. and Mrs. Newell Eugley. Mrs. ' The newly married couple will
season They report a city tempera- , ficiated at the single ring service.
The Camden Shells crowded three said to number more than 400—at
Cars From Many States
ture of 106 degrees.
I Mrs. William Putansu, sister of the Alena Starrett of Warren, Mr and , make their home here. Mr. Pierce beover the radio. A most important ad
of their four errors into the first tractive houses of many designs suit
..
cw .ho
of! Mr and Mrs. William Teague of bride acted as the matron of honor, Mrs. August Putansu. Mr. and Mrs.: ing mechanic at the Drewett garage.
dress to the whole country. Be sure inning at Camden Tuesday night but able. apparently, to take their place
At Woodland we saw the first ol Canaan Conn
haye arrh‘d tQl
----------------------------while
Mr. Putansu was the -best- man. Fred Putansu of Clark Island. Mr. |
managed to hold Thomaston to a |
what proved to be many Sunday ball j spend the rest of the summer with Other attendants were Miss Marjorie and Mrs. Llewellyn Yattaw and Mr.
and tune in your radio.
in
the
residential
section
of
any
city,
single run in that chapter. The
Yattaw, Miss Dorothy Yattaw, Miss and Mrs. Edgar Pierce of Friendship,
home team then proceeded to make I but most of them probably destined games as we swung back across the relatives here.
State.
This Sabbath force was
Miss Peggie Yattaw has returned Mary Dobbins all of this town and Mr. and Mrs. Alton Mank and family,
amends,
and
with
Bagley
holding
the
i
never
have
an
occupant.
‘
‘
Cost
ROCKLAND LIONS *
home from Waldoboro, where she Mrs Fred Putansu of Clark Island. I1 Willis Boggs, Miss Helen Boggs of 7I
visitors to five scattered hits the
., irowned...
upon for a good many years
delegation from Thomaston was
“ much as they should have.
whole"""""
Prof. Harry T. Baker Is Guest never in the race after the third we were informed by a man in a but when I think of the good,
.
inning.
_ J nearby town. The houses are num-|Jome recreation it provides, and of,
Speaker and Discusses Cram, who had made such an ex
bered and lettered and face a net I the mischief the participants migh’;
J cellent showing against Rockland in
’ otherwise be in I believe it shouia
"Inventions"
’ a recent game saw the Thomaston work of tarred streets—cross section
' have approval instead of criticism
Prof. Harr)' T. Baker who gradu , fielders run themselves leg-wear)', of a metropolis minus the population
In Princeton we saw a stable which
and the man who gave them the The settlement has the modern con
ated from Rockland High School in ' m0S( exercise was Wadsworth, the
! had been named "Early Morn;" like
veniences
of
a
large
city.
1896 as valedictorian, and who for the sterling Camden first sacker, who
Cut in the bay are to be seen two; wise the barracks of a CCC outfit
past 17 years has been on the faculty made two singles, a double, and a
long
dams which were to have been a known as the "Far East Camp.”
of Goucher College in Baltimore, was tr'b'e.
By and large it was a one-sided factor jp the tidal power proposition.;
has been a matter of interest to
guest speaker at the meeting of the ^^sXoMteone-sWedne^nd but against which the waters of ™tlce the differtnt automobile numRockland Lions Club yesterday, and I but ininspite of its one sidedness
passamaquoddv Bay
until ber plates We logged three Canadientertained the members with a dis- its delinquencies there was much to
Tlie
, .
.
..
,
: excite the admiration of the fans, the end of time without turning a an Provinces and 23 States.
cussion of ‘‘inventions, running the i whQ were out
much larger num- single wheel in the huge electrical >, follo*s: Florida Georgia. Nova
THAT MAKES SUMMER MEALS
gamut from humor to critcism, but j bers than usual,
ECONOMICAL
ANB APPETIZING
plant
which
was
to
have
been
de,
all of it the product of a highly in- | There were for instance those foul
PHONE
Kansas. New York. New Jersey. Ohio
catches by Lord and Woodcock, veloped.
tellectual mind.
made after long, hard runs. There
New Brunswick. Pennsylvania. Maine,
Half Way To Equator
Declaring that the art of printing is was that display of brilliant fielding
New Hampshire, Michigan, Tennes
one of the most important inventions made by Wheeler in the second
We rode away from Quoddy with see New Jersey. Indiana. Illinois
PROMPT DELIVERY
‘on to
figured ain double
three. the sense of having seen a picture North Carolina. Rhode Island. Ver
he tumprt
turned his
his atten'
atten..on
to what
wnat he
ne 1 uining. when hetacluding
termed undesirable newspapers ana I -pbere was that infield hit made by ' which might well be termed "From mont. Missouri. Ontario. California.
DEMONSTRATION
magazines, read mainly toy morons, Joe ^^d. when a
fly feU at the subUme t0 the
Montana and Texas.
he declared. He confessed to a per- a
in the diamond. equi-distant
hannpn .hprp and
The
tranquil
Penobscot
River
. i
SALE
sonal liking for detective stories, as a {r0ln pjtCher. first baseman and ( A mlracle ma> happen there, and
means of relaxation.
1 second baseman. Bohndell. as us- i the proposition may yet breathe show marked contrast to the destruc-!
Speaking of railroads, he quoted a ! ua; made one of his fine catches in I anew. That's all the dejected citi- tive mood in which it wended its way ’
._ by Ruskin relative jgend garden The score.
humorous rhyme
zens of Eastport can hang their hopes seaward during the flood period.
AT MAIN STREET MARKET
Camden
to the injury done by railroads to the
Spring
Cubed or Light Sirloin
And we saw something else which 1
By MISS MABEL RIDDLE
Especially Economical
ab r bh tb po a eI upon. Somebody has defined a
scenery. Railroads, however, have a
Lamb Fores lb 16c
0 j miracle as an event which is not ex- always appeals to the eye. but which
Steak,
lb 25c
For Roast Beef
1
remarkable record for safety, he said. Plaisted. 2b .... 6
KRAFT AMERICAN
3 1
Sandwiches
Brief references were made to the Wheeler, ss .... 5
0 pected to happen.
unfortunately betokens tht fact that
Cheese,
2 pkgs 35c
Spring
Good Hamburg
1 4
discovery of vaccination and the tele Lord. 3b .......... 4
One thing which cannot be taken fall is already in the offing—golden
2 ,
4 a
Thomas, cf
phone.
Lamb Legs, lb 30c
0 ; from Eastport is the gorgeous marine rod just bursting into bloom.
French Dressing, bot 19c
Steak,
lb 19c
0 1
Referring to the automobile fatali Bennett, cf
0 spectacle which it surveys. Hun-’ (The speedometer said something
7 10
ties amounting annually to about, Wadsworth, lb
MIRACLE WHIP
Boneless
Stewing
0 7
® dreds will visit Quoddy to see the about our having traveled 395 miles.
36.000. he cited the admirable cru- i Weed, c ........
Salad Dresing,
qt 39c
0
2 1
sades made against dangerous driv- , Bagley, p
Veal Roast, lb 24c
Beef,
Lamb
Ib
19c
0
j
"graveyard.
”
but
they
will
come
away
j
You
don't
notice
it
though,
on
a
day
1 1
ing. Two of the safest cities, because ! Leonard, If
0 i feeling that Nature has been indul- ! like last Sunday.
2
0
FANCY SHOPPING
of penalties imposed, were named by Greenlaw, ri
Boneless
Lean Choice
— j gent with out easternmost city in the
the speaker—Milwaukie and Evans- |
Newly Corned
Pot Roast, lb 19c
41 12 13 20 27 12
Pork
Roast
lb
21c
| way of scenic attractions.
ton. Ill. If those cities can do it
Smith and Jones met again after
Thomaston
others can. said Prof. Baker. Motor-1
I have stopped several times to
ab r bh tb po a
Boneless
I several years, and in the meantime
Fresh Native
Strong Hand Woven, Assorted
ists should be prepared for all emerg- Moody r{ ..... 3 1110 0
view that little stone marker in the
Colors
—
Get
Yours
Now'.
Lean
Thick
Rib
both
had
married.
Naturally
the
con

Rib Roast, lb 25c
lb
34c
Chickens,
encies. otherwise they have not ^ndon r[
j
0 0
town of Perry which indicates a spo;
At These Low Prices!
Corned Beef At Its Best
versation veered around to family af
learned to drive. Some people err in Graffam If ...... 2
0 1
half way between the Equator and
North Cuts
Minred
thinking that everybody has the right j Robbins. If
1
1 0
fairs.
Lge, reg. 98c size,
to drive. It should be a privilege en- Woodard.3b
4
0 2
lb 21c
2 lbs 27c
Bacon,
Ham,
Said
Smith:
"I
am
going
to
try
to
Med. Lge. 90c size,
Joyed by the skilled driver.
FV?lt. ss .......... 4
1 1
Base on balls, off Bennett 2, off
MIDDLE RIBS. Ib 12r
Motion pictures Prof. Baker de-1 Bucklin, c ...... 4
0 7
1 J Stimpson 2. Struck out, by Bennett get a divorce, for my wife hasn't spo
Medium 75c size,
Catsup 2 bots 25c
Salt Pork
lb 15c
dared to be one of the greatest of re- Bohndell. cf .... 4
1 2
0 i 5, by Ellis 1, by Stimpson 4. Hit by I ken to me for six months.”
Small, 59c size,
cent inventions, and said that the ' Woodcock, lb .. 4
0 11
1' pitcher, Oney. Sacrifice hit, Wheeler.' “Better be careful," replied Jones.
reason more good ones are not shown Jealous. 2b ..... 3
1 0
1 I Double plays. Gay. Oney and Con- |
is that some of the producers are not' Cram, p .......... 3
0 1
1J non; Gay and Oney. Umpires. “Don't do anything you'll be sorry for,
of a highly Intellectual character. He |
---------------------- -1 Fowler and Mealey. (Scorer. Win- You won't get another wife like that."
named George Arliss and Leslie How-,
/
33 2 5 5 24 8 6 slow.
—Windsor Star.
ard as his favorite stars, and advised Camden ..... 01230303 x—12
everybody to see “Midsummer Night's Thomaston
10000010 0— 2
Assorted Flavors
Broadcast
Ivory Soap, 5 for 25c
Dream," which is now being shown in
Two base hits. Wheeler. WadfcVeal
Loaf
2
can
29c
Jello,
3 pkgs 17c
Belfast at fancy prices, but which ' worth. Bagley.
Three base hit.
Toilet
Corned—Broadcast
Worcestershire
CLOYER
Wadsworth.
Base
on
balls,
off
Bagwill come later to Strand Theatre in
Tissue,
9 for 25c Beef Hash 2 can 25c Sauce,
RM
bot 10c
this city at regular prices. It is one ley 1, off Cram 3. Struck out. by
Swans Down
Early June
of the greatest achievements of the Bagley 6. by Cram 6. Sacrifice hits.
Soapine,
2
lg
pkg
35c
Leonard.
Double
play,
Bagley.
film world, he declared. The honors
Cake Flour, pkg 25c Peas,
4 cans 25c
are stolen toy Joe E. Brown, closely Wheeler and Wadsworth. Umpires,
and Feyler. Scorer, Win
P. G. Soap, 7 for 25c Excellent for Cooking
Tonics,
full
qt 10c
followed by Mickey Rooney. "That Fowler
AND FLAVORFUL
slow.
Mazola Oil, pint 29c
One Free
Contents
Romeo and Juliet" may surpass it
• • • •
QUART
was the speaker's hazard, but mean
3 pkgs Kremel Desserts
Camden 13, Rorkland 9
time don't fail to see “Midsummer
KELLOGG'S
BULK
JAR
Baseball fans who like to see a
1 Blue Label Karo
Night's Dream.”
lot of hitting got their money's
Prof. Baker said that political par worth at Community Park last night
Southrrn Queen, bag 69c
"I would use no otKerl" toyt nearly every woman wbo
ties are a comparatively modern in when the Camden and Rockland
Miss Mullet, bag 79e
fries Clover Form's neb, delicious Salad Dressing. Here's
vention, but because the subect ot players swatted the old apple for 35
your opportunity to get it at a special-value price.
Purple Cross, bag 95c
politics is taboo in this club, he de hits aggregating 50 bases. This may
Crisp and Flavorful
|SALT. 7—1‘, lb box 25c
clined to offer comment on current not be a new record for a Rockland |
Clover Farm
affairs.
ball field but the writer who has!
Mayonnaise,
qt jar 39c
Salty Flakes
"The Constitution of the United covered games over a very long ]
Baked Goods Specials
Tomatoes
Red Rambler
Pop Corn Confection
States is the greatest invention ot period, cannot recall another such
Saltincs 2 lb box 17c
Red Ripe Slicing
Order
Your
Hot
Doughnuts
Early
The More You Eat the More You
Red Salmon 2 No. 1 can 39c
modern times." said the speaker in barrage in a nine-inning game.
Loaf
Coffee
3 lbs 25c
Assorted
Want!
The first victim of the Camden
closing his fine address. "Democracy
Vinegar, Glendale
qt 13c
Fancy Native
has not failed and the Constitutic* onslaught was “Chuck” Ellis, who [
dozen 25c Cookies,
Cakes, ea 15c, 20c Cakes,
2 lbs 25c
was driven from the mound in two
has not failed.”
Clover Farm
Celery
Special
Cream
Sweet
thirds
of
the
first
inning.
Camden
j
Two visiting Lions who are widely
Corne.d Beef 2 No. 1 can 33c
Pies, ea 15c Pickles,
2 for 25c
25c Apple
Layer Cakes,
known throughout the State broke making three singles, two doubles
qt 25c
Clover Farm Telephone
Turnovers, Cream Rolls,
bread with the Rockland club yester and a home run off him. and con-)
Parker
House
Datev
Fig.
Strawberry
Bats
Genuine
Spring
Maxwell
House
verting
them
Into
eight
runs
Peas,
2 No. 2 cans 29c
day—H C. Buzzell and Paul Dan
It was of course a hopeless prop- I
Rolls,
doz 15c
5c each
forth of the Belfast Club.
Coffee,
lb 25c
Lamb Fores
special:
A Delirious Riady Cooked Beef At
osition
for
the
under
dogs
after
j
A telegram was received from Duke that, but an analyses of the game I
An Economy Price
4 BARS CLOVER FARM
lb
15c
Annis and Dana Newman, who are shows that in the remaining eight
COMPLEXION SOAP and
Clover Sliced
attending the International Conven innings Rockland made nine runs
ONE (CANNON WASH CLOTH
tion in Providence.
Bacon
and Camden five.
all for 19c
King Lion Berger of the CamdenA summary of this battle of the
lb 33c
Rockport Club sent a communication bats shows Plaisted and Smith
Raisin Fruit,Sunshine lb 27c
firm Ripe
relative to the approaching visit of leading in number of hits, each hav
Phillips Early Pack
the international president Edwin ing four, it shows Chummy Gray
SEA FOODS
Tomatoes
4
lb
25c
Beans, 3 cans 25c
1
Kingsley to Bangor, sponsored by the having the highest total of bases
Fresh Flounder
Camden-Rockland Cub. and intend (six), and it shows that Weed's home |
Fancy Maine
Selected Punch
Fillets, 2 lbs 27c
ed also as complimentary to the new run was the longest hit.
Peas, 2 cans 25c
district governor. George W. Dyer.
Carrots,
bch 5c
Wheeler. Gay and Oney had lots of
Fish Sticks 2 lb 23c
PINE TREE DIVISION
work in the infield, *nd attended to [
Rockland will be represented.
Fresh Native
Cream
Native Crisp
Paul Danforth announced that he it in a most creditable manner. Gray !
Haddock,
lb 7c
had just organized a new club at Milo may need the helmet that some of
Cheese, 2 pkg 19c
Cukes,
3
for
10c
wth 21 charter members.
^m^ToCSCatrhomeKwiSthdt!."Ustichk
Fancy Table
Onions, 3 lbs 10c
The score:
NEARING NINETY-FOUR
Eggs,
doz 35c
Strictly
Fresh
Camden
6.
Fancy Eastern
Luscious
ab
r
bh
tb
a
e
1
PO
Country
Roil
Rut Deacon Henry Kalloch Makes
fi 4 4 5 6 1 2
Plaisted, 2b
No Account of thc Passing Years.
PERRY’S ORANGE
Pears,
doz 35c
Butter,
Ib 3S
Wheeler, ss
. 5 1 2 3 1 4 1
For this week we want to tell you of two depart
Lord.
3b
....
.
6
2
2
3
1
2
Cut to suit your needa
0
It was Deacon Henry Kalloch. that
Red
Rose
Hire
’
s
Root
ments
which
have
especially
good
bargains,
and
they
cf . . 6 1 3 4 2 0 0
staunch citizen of Tenaat's Harbor, Thomas,
lb
5 1 1 2 9 0 0
Oleo,
lb 15
Makes More Cups of Better
Beer Extract, 23c
are bargains!
who, on Tuesday afternoon, while Wadsworth,
Weed, c .....
. 5 1 2 5 6 3 o
Irrd Tea
the feminine of his party sought the Leonard, if
CHILDREN'S WASH AND PLAY SUITS
allurements of the shopping district, Greenlaw, rf . 55 11 23 24 1 0 0
greeted from the window of thc Bennett, p . . 5 1 1 1 01 01 0
We have taken these Kaynee Suits that have
0
parked car his well-known friend,
been selling for 1.50 and 1.98, and marked
with whom he held speech, full of
48 13 20 29 27 11 3
NAN CABOT
them to, each................... .................................. $1.00
Rockland
Irregulars
The yare beauties, made of wonderful materals and by the best
ab r bit tb PO a e
"Yes." he acknowledged.
makrrs. One big bargain!
Gav. ss .....
. 3 o o o 4 5 0
Dimick. if
. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Others
at
..............................
........................ 59c and 75c
A Delightful Treat
Stimpson, p . 4 0 1 1 1 1 0
enjoying life.
Oney. 2b ....
4 0 0 0 4 4 0
MEN
’
S
WORK
CLOTHING
“It was in 1869 that T became a Grav, ef .... . 5 2 3 6 1 0 1
subscriber to The Courier-Gazette, Gatti. 3b .... . 5 1 3 3 1 1 1
Men's Work Shirts at........................................50c, 75c
which has nover since failed to be in Connon, lb
. 5 2 2 5 9 0 1
Work
Pants, leathered pockets, good make .... 1.50 g
.... ..
...
SUNSHINE
my home, and I look forward to its Lowell, rf .
5 1 1 1 0 0 1
Khaki Pants...................................................... 1.00, 1.50
|
arrival more than I do to dinner.
Smith, c .... . 5 2 4 4 6 1 0
“For seventy-three years in succes Ellis, p, If . . 4 1 1 1 1 1 0
We are Headquarters for CARTER’S OVERALLS |
sion, and without a break. I have
CRACKERS
voted the Republican ticket, and I'm
all sizes and patterns in stock
41 9 15 21 27 13 4
New In Flavor
confidently lookiiu: forward to the Camden
8 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 3- 13
Superior In Quality
At New Low Prices
coming November to make it 74 years, Rockland
0 3 0 0 1 0 0 3 2- 9
A Real Taste Th ill!
Two base hits. Plaisted. Wheeler,
by voting for Landon and Knox.”
Whereupon the Deacon renewed I,ord. Thomas, Wadsworth. Greenhis firm handshake ajid wished his law. Gray, Connon. Three base hits.
EVERYTHING TO EAT
Gray Connon. Home run weed.
Weed.
listener happy days.

VAYLo

Kited foe cusintp -

(MjeaHeni

f TOMATO SOUP, CAMPBELV8

1234

3 cans 20c

four 12-oz bots 25c

GINGERALE,

MEAT DEPARTMENT

Kraft Products

Chuck Roast
14c lb

BASKETS

Fancy Brisket

19c lb

BOTH

SALAD
DRESSING

QUALITY GROCERIES

BICH^

oumst

33c

Corn Flakes
2 pkgs 13c

all for 29c

FLOUR

SUGAR
10 lbs 51c

CRACKER JACK

3 pkgs 10c

CORNED BEEF
2 cans 29c

FRUITS—VEGS.— SEA FOODS

<S>GioverFarm Stores

2

xXYKK’S

Pekoe,

Halibut, lb 19c

1-2 lb 29c

Week End Sweets

Chocolates

lb 29c

Martini

WILLIS AYER

*

2 pkgs 29c

M

PARK ST.

Every-Other-Day
Headquarters of the Townsend
forces promoting the campaign for
J. Clarence Leckemby, independent
candidate for Congress, have been
opened in Miller's Block, 318 Water
street, Augusta. These headquar
ters are sponsored by the Augusta
Townsend Club and assisted by all
the Townsend Clubs in the Second
District.

Rubenstein’s
THE VALUE STORE
EVERYTHING IN

i«34
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SUMMER CLOTHING

The annual mid-summer concert
of the Baptist Choral Society ot
Thomaston was given ln the church |
auditorium Wednesday evening Mrs i
Grace Strout directing Among those I
taking part the following were noted I
from Rockland: Miss Adelaide Cross.
Miss Margaret Simmons. Miss Winola
Richan. Mrs. Nettie Averill and Leon
White.

4
II
18
25

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
July 20-25—Camden—Carnival at ball
park, benefit Baseball Club
July 25—Union—Concert at Town hall.
July 28—Camden—Oarden Club Flower
Show at Opera House.
July 29—Rockport—Baptist
Ladles
Circle midsummer fair.
July 29—Waldoboro—Woman's Club
lawn party at Oay premises, Main St.
July 30-31 — Warren's bl-centennlal
celebration.
July 31—12 to 8:301 Educational Club
picnic at Mrs E M Lawrence's "Rose
Cliff.’’ Beech street.
Aug. 3—Order of Eastern Star Field
Day at Glen Cove Orange hall.
Aug 4—Reunion Class 1911, R. H. S.
at Crescent Beach.
Aug. 4—Rockport—Concert by Curtis
Institute artists, benefit Methodist
Church, at Rockport Town hall.
Aug 4—Lawn party and supper on St
Bernard's Parish lawn by combined
parishes of Rockland, niomaston and
Camden—afternoon and evening
Aug 5—Camden—Annual bazaar of St.
Thomas parish
Aug. 5—Republican whirlwind tour ln
Knox County.
Aug. 8-8—Rockport—Carnival-Regatta.
Aug. 12—Owls Head—Church fair.
Aug. 12-13 — Thomaston — American
Legion fair.
Aug. 20—Warren—State field meeting
of the Knox Academy of Arts abd
Sciences
Aug 20 — At Warren — Mid-summer
concert at Baptist Church.
Aug 21—Warren—Dedication of the
Knox (State) Museum.
Aug
21—Thomaston—Play. "Broken
Dishes.' at Watts hall, benefit Public
Library.
Aug 24—Summer visitors’ day at Old
Orchard Beach
Amr 24-29—Bangor Fair.
Aug. 28—Martinsville—Ladles' Circle
fair at Crange hall.
Aug 25-27—Lincoln County Fair at
Damariscotta.
Sept 1-4—Central Maine Fair at
Waterville
Sept. 7-9-Bluehlll Fair.
Sept. 7-12—State Fair at Lewiston.
8ept. 11-12—Monroe Fair.
Sept. 15-18—Unity Fair.
Sept
17-18—Biblical
drama.
'Tlie
First Commandment" at the Methodist
auditorium.
8ept. 29-Oct. 1—North Knox Fair at
Union.
Oct 13-15-Topsham Fair.

Clearance Sale of

Summer Dresses
DRASTIC MARKDOWNS ON OUR REGULAR STOCK

»f the or'“"al Montpelier with

b™tiful

Included in the sale will be Knitted Dresses . . . Silk Prints . . . Plain Crepes
. . . Summer Sheers, Etc.

Steamer W S White leaves at 9
o’clock Sunday as usual for Vinalhaven. These bay excursions have
shown a remarkable Increase in
popular favor this year.

I Trenton, Princeton, Brandywine to Yorktown. In the first cabinet he served
j as Secretary of War. Upon his retirement Gen. Knox moved to Thomaston.
Here he built a stately home "Montpelier" in which to spend his declining
Half and Regular Sizes, 14 to 50
years. Here he died in 1806, and here he is buried. The original “Montpelier”
was lorn down in 1871 to make way for the Maine Central Railroad.
$15.00 and $16.50
A few $19.50
Through the efforts of the Gen. Knox Chapter, D.A.R., aided by generous
Young Jack of Augusta is again
billed for the main bout at the Till contributions from the late Cyrus H. K. Curtis and many other patriotic
son Avenue Stadium Friday night, citizens a replira of the famous mansion was built and furnished and dedi
but this time he will have a new face
to punch, that of George Blaisdell of cated as a Memorial to the famous General.
Saturday, July 25, appropriate ceremonies will be held at Gen. Knox's
Portland. Now that the champion
ship of Knox County has been settled grave in the cemetery on Erin street, Thomaston, at 9 a. m. A company of
all of the fans want to know if there I dlp ca.C. and a troop of Girl Scouts will act as escort. Members of all
Oeorg^Minor’ Tnd'’ Kid ^yd^ot paWotif bodies in Kn<” County wl,‘ attend' At 10 wil1 come the annual
One Rack
$6.95 and $7.95
Fort Williams are booked for the meeting of the Knox Memorial Association at Montpelier, election of officers '
semi-final, and tn the prelims will be and all necessary business will be the order of the morning.
seen Ponzi Cochran vs. Ray Wheelock
Prof. Wilbert C. Snow of Weseyan College will deliver the afternoon ad
of Eastport and Walter Reynolds vs. dress and an orchestra under the direction of Mrs. Emma Harvey of Rockland
Battling Komo of Augusta. Rey
nolds. in prime condition, is due to will present selections. Miss Doris Heald of Camden will present a group
of young people, who will dance the "Minuet’’ and Mrs Edith Richards and
work his way up the line.
Mrs. Grace Strout of Thomaston sponsor a group of children who will sing
Hon Frank H Holley has again oij (jmP songs.
signified his willingness to assist the
Hostcsses for the day will be members of Gen. Knox and Lady Knox
Three Quarter Century Club by kind
Chapters,
D.A.R., who will wear colonial costumes.. Miss Rita Smith and
ly agreeing to serve as State chairman of transportation for the com- I Miss Margaret Ruggles of Thomaston will arrange the decorations in the
ing meeting scheduled for Topsham mansion. Alfred Strout directs the decorations out of doors.
Fair Grounds. Aug. 25. The Club,
There will be an exhibition of Home Industries in the Museum Room.
which was organized by the Maine
Full size or single . . a lovely mattress you would expect to pay
Public Health Association in 1925 Ice cream and rake will be served on the grounds.
$15.00 for—
has held 11 meetings, and Mr. Holley
has had charge of the transportation
Congressman Russell of Massachu- j On Gay street the cellar is being
problem for the entire time. His setts, who is summering in Maine, dug for a residence to be erected for
kindness is much appreciated. Later was a guest of Congressman Moran Lawrence Hamlin.
the list of sub-cliairmen appointed by- yesterday.
------A better Inner Spring Mattress with 210 fine colls and handsome
Mr. Holley for their respective locali
-------i Many Rockland voters. Democrats
ties will be printed. Transportation
coverings—
"Wearv Willie" Wiliams, tramp fire- as well as Republicans, will tune in I j
will be made available to those mem man. is paving a return visit to the tonight from 10 to 11. daylight time i
bers who cannot furnish their own.
Central Fire Station today. In me tc listen to Oov. Alf. M Landon's
course of 69 months on the road he speech accepting the Republican ; (
The Courier-Gazette received a has visited 38 States and coUected presidential nomination. It will be J
call yesterday from William J. Dick 3648 badges and many pictures. He carried by several networks.
Other Mattresses to
$39.50
son of Franklin. Mass, who was man is a native of Little Rock. Ark., but
ager of Scott & Co.’s Rockland store hangs up Ihis hat in San Francisco
To Prof. Wilbert Snow of Wesleyan
some 30 years ago, and who now di when he is home. His left arm is University, now summering at Spruce
vides his time between being a real paralyzed and he earns his traveling Head, has come an interesting and
estate broker and a tax assessor. expenses through the sale of po^t unusual offer—that of a professorship .
He has been a member of the Frank
at a university in Western China ’
lin board of assessors 12 years, and cards.
about 2000 miles from the coast. He i
chairman the last seven. While a
Mrs. Rebecca C. Stryker, formerly begins his sabbatical year next Feb
resident of Broadway in this city he
ruary. and. if the offer is accepted
served in the Common Council and of Rockland, and widow of Dorr J. he would be with the University six
Board of Aldermen"'bitag"presiden’t
in Portland, months. His family accompanies him
of the lower branch. At that time he Eye and Ear Infirmary
“
whither
she
was
taken
Monday
after on the forthcoming tour.
was associated with Mayors Edward
sustaining
a
fall
in
her
home
which
K. Gould. Capt. Israel Snow and J.
Gustave Sorquist, alias Saderquist,
E Rhodes. In Massachusetts he sees resulted in a broken hip. Her nephew Rockland paving cutter Communist,
Ralph
L.
Smith
of
this
city
and
a strong undercurrent for Landon
is on the high seas today, bound for
and Knox and expects to see a Re niece. Mary Skay. went at once to Sweden, his native country, after a
publican governor elected.
Since Portland but found Mrs. Stryker in 13-month fight to halt deportation J
leaving Rockland Mr. Dickson has a state of coma, from which she did proceedings. He sailed Saturday on 1 Prof. C. Wilbert Snow of Wesleyan |
been bereft by the loss of his wife not emerge. The funeral services will the steamship Scythia from Boston, College will deliver the principal ad
and daughter. Yesterday he called, be held at Mr. Smith's residence, 53
dress Saturday afternoon at tne
upon friends of other days and then Broad street, Friday afternoon at 2 according to an announcement by ceremonies at Montpelier in ThomaFrancis
J.
H.
Dever,
inspector
in
went to Searsport where he was to' o'clock. Friends are requested not to
charge of the Immigration Depart ton in connection wth the celebra- f
visit relatives of his late wife.
| send flowers.
ment, First District. The specific tion of the birthday of General Knox.
charge against Saderquist was that
‘he believes in. advises, advocates or
teaches the overthrow by force ot
Qeniune Ctiqrlived
violence of the Government of the
United States or of all forms of laws;
STATIONERY
and that he is a member of or af
filiated with an organization which
At The Lowest Prices In Hlitoryl
advocates the same fileas.”
Visiting Cards
MARRIED
100 paneled cards, choice of 4

yu
|

WASH PANTS ___ $1.50 to $2.95
(Sanforized. Shrunk)
SPORT SHIRTS
$1.00 to $2.00
ALLEN A
MEN’S TRUNKS . $i.75 to $3.50
LADIES’ BATHING SUITS,
$2.50 to $7.50
SPECIAL!

TRIPLETOE HOSE
regular 35c value

29c
3 pairs for 85c

Many of the local roads are being
tarred. Uncomfortable for the mo
Department Commander Almon ment. but highly necessary and deSpinney of Oakland was a visitor in sirable
the city Tuesday, and called upon
Past Department Commander 1.
Atwood Levensaler of this city will
Leslie Cross.
give a half hour reading at the an_ _ _ „
, .. ,,
nual pops concert to be held Aug. 7
T E( McNamara is directing the a( Bates summer
,
dismantling of the unoccupied two_____
tenement house on Pleasant street,
.
owned by the Lucy C. Farnsworth
The Telephone Company s bulldestate
| ing on School street has been in the
_____
j hands of Karl's brush artists this
The strayed case of orchestra coats wee'c- to the great improvement of
advertised by Eddie Whalen in the jits appearnance.
Tuesday Courier-Gazette has been'
found and the popular dance band | The Paramount news reel, shown
leader is highly appreciative.
| in conjunction with the program at
------Strand Theatre Sunday. Monday and
Henry Moody of Pink street was Tuesday, will show President Roosebefore
Judge Dwinal
Tuesday velt's arrival in Rockland and taking
charged with illegal possession of the wheel of the Sewanna which he
home brew. He was permitted to boarded at North Haven,
make his choice of a hundred-dollar
____
fine or serve three months in thj | A klnd frlend sends us a copy Qf
lee of the county’s woodpile,
I the Seattle (Wash.) Sunday Times
appealed and furnished bail.
I of July 12. It Is the “Annual TourJ . 1st and Trade Number." and certainThe Modern Sportwear Co.
»‘,h',
sp,.,
™. „
"X XS?
'"“h"
tirely new corporation which will en- og)ce
gage in the manufacture and sale ot
sports clothes. It is at the present
time anxious to get in touch with
Edith Orff of Washington was begirls and women experienced in hand , fore Judge Zelma M. Dwinal in
and machine sewing.
An am- Municipal Court yesterday charged
bitious program is being laid out.
i with defrauding the Chicago mail
------order house of Spiegel. May & Stern.
Clerk of Courts Milton M. Griffin It was alleged that Mrs. Orff sent to
went yesterday to Machias to attend that concern an order ln the name of
the annual convention of the Maine Dorothy Orff, alleged to be 30 years
Clerks of Courts Association. The 1 of age and earning a salary of $18 a
delegates will inspect the Quoddy ; week as a teacher in Union—the alplant at Eastport and tonight will leged purpose of the order thus forbe tendered a banquet by the Calais warded being to obtain the credit.
Chamber of Commerce. Mr. Griffin UP to a certain amount, which
Is accompanied by his wife and this alleged employment would wardaughter. Miss Barbara Griffin.
, rant. The State maintained that
------[ Dorothy Orff is Mrs. Orff's own
The Kiwanis Club went afield daughter and only six years old. but
Monday night, its destination being County Attorney Burrows was unDrift Inn at Martinsville when- able to get certain evidence before
covers were laid by Mrs. Kalloch for the Court, and the respondent was
36 members and guests
Visiting not held. G. W. Madison of Bridgton
Kiwanians Frederick Mason, presi conducted the investigation. Frank
dent of the Augusta Club, who played A. Tirrell. Jr. was counsel for the re
such an important part in the chart spondent.
er night exercises of the Rockland
The many long-time devotees of
Club, and James E. Rhodes 2d of
Hartford, Conn., a former resident jf Fuller-Cobb-Davis candy department
this city. Guests were County Attor will be interested to know that these
ney Jerome C. Burrows, George W. famous candies may be obtained at
Gow. Kennedy Crane Jr. and Ray Carini's. Mail orders filled.—adv.
88-lt
mond Cross. Ex-Mayor Robert W
Cony of Augusta was guest speaker.
As much a part of Camden as Mt.
Steamer North Haven, for Sunday. Battle is, Yorkie's Hot Dog Stand
July 26 only, will leave Rockland selling those delicious steaming hot
but
earlier than her usual sailing time, dogs and that rich, full kernelled
88-89
leaving for North Haven. Stonington tered pop corn.
and Swan's Island at 6.30 a. m.
Hammock tops and covers, truck
Steamer W. S. White will leave at her
usual Sunday hour. 9 a. m. for Vinal covers, all canvas work, waterproof
haven. All excursion Sunday sailings ing of canvas. Rockland Awning Co.
for both steamers hereafter at 9 a. m. Tel 1262-W.
87-91
—Th-S
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Perfect
results
guaranteed.
Prices to suit
everybody.

VOGUE BEAUTY SHOP
84 PARK ST.

I

DRESSES
$15.00

$10.00

;f •

$9.75 and $10.75

'
'

DRESSES
$7.50

|l
DRESSES
EVENING DRESSES f
Less than 1-2 Price
$5.00 • J

DRESSES
$4.95

Values to $10.50

$10.95

OPEN UNTIL 8.30 EVENINGS
421 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 916

You'll be delighted with
our Permanents. Five
modern methods.
Only the best In
workmanship,
materials __

DRESSES

IPS

INNER-SPRING MATTRESSES

Rubenstein’s

The New York Life Insurance Co.,
T. R. McPhail, special agent, Thom
aston, telephone 11-13—adv, 84’89

DRESS SUE

INI If

North Haven, Stonington and Swan's especially impressive exercises. The Mansion will be open to Visitors Horn
Bland instead of her usual leaving io a. m. to 6 p. m. at a reduced admission fee.
time, 9 o clock. This is the only J
Gen. Knox, as chief of Artillery in the Revolutionary War, bore the com •
Feav^^ther^than the” uSua^'hour plHe re*“nce and affection of Washington. He fought through Bunker Hill.

W. T. McKillop has bought the
Donahue cottage “The Rockland" at
Crescent Beach and ls spending thc
summer there.

When in Camden try Yorkie’s fa
mous pop corn and hot dogs. They
can't be beat.
82Th-tf

Bl

$

Knox County will celebrate the birthday of Major General Henry Knox,
6MX"armorSenjuntTfo^

Get Your Summer Needs Now !

As long as they last—Aprons at 20
cents—80 square prints—tub fast,
Beautiful floral patterns in assorted *
styles, smart and practical. Vesper
A Leach, Specialty Store, Rockland
—adv.

|1I(CFT

F

Odd Fellows and Rebekahs are
having a picnic Sunday at Foster's
Beach. All planning to attend are
asked to provide box lunch, cups for
coffee and dishes for the steamed
clams which are being served at the
grounds. Any Odd Fellow having
baseball equipment please take it
along. Those needing transportation
communicate with Francis Jackson
as soon as possible.

The National Union for Social Jus
tice meet in K. of C. hall tonight at
7 30

Two large elm trees which stood in
front of the Lucy Farnsworth house
on Elm street have been taken down,
because they were regarded as 'A
menace.

GEN. AND MRS. KNOX WILL RECEIVE

TEL. 1123-W

58tf

H
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$15.75

VISIT OUR ENLARGED BARGAIN ATTIC

WHERE BARGAINS REIGN SUPREME

SENTER CRANE COMPANY

FLINT’S SPECIALS

PIERCE-YATTAW—At Warren. July R0.
by Rev. H 6. Kilborn of Thomaston,
Maynard Pierce and Miss Elsie Yattaw,
both of Warren.

DIED

Lamb Legs ............................................................ Ib
Beef Pot Roast .................................................... lb
Hamburg Lean ...................................................... lb

Frankforts ............................................................
Veal, boned, rolled ............................................. lb
Fowl, fresh killed ................................................. lb
Honey Comb Tripe................................................ lb
Mrs. Flint’s Broadway Loaf............................... lb
Johnson Yellow Eye Beans....................... 2 qts
Scotch Green Dry Peas........................................ qt
Victory Dog Food........................................ 3 cans
Austin’s Puppy Bread................ ............... 2 lbs
Our Mother’s Cocoa...................................... 2 lbs
Common Sense Baking Powder................. 2 lbs
Prunes, extra large.......................................... 2 lbs
Down East Soda Crackers............................ 2 lbs
Baker’s Chocolate ........................................ %
Baker’s Cocoa ................................................ % lb
Mrs. Day’s Doughnuts ................................... doz

.33
.19
.19
.27
.32
.19
.35
.25
.17
.25
.25
.19
.25
.25
.19

J®
.30

Green Peas, String Beans, Cucumbers, New Carrots,
New Beets, Bermuda Onions, Ripe Tomatoes, Etc.
Fresh Every Day

FLINT’S MARKET
276 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 148

STRYKER—At Portland. July 22. Re
becca iC. (Ludwig) widow of Dorr J.
Stryker, aged 82 years. Funeral Fri
day at 2 o'clock at 53 Broad street.
Rockland. No flowers.
BARKER-At Rockland. July 22. Eliza
beth E.. widow of Oeorge F. Barker,
aged 74 years. Funeral Saturday ln
Needham. Mass.
WALL—At Oranston. R I.. July 18.
Charlotte A Wall, formerly of Thom
aston. aged 51 years, funeral today
at 2 o’clock from (Cushing funeral
parlor. Thomaston, (correction)
CREAMER At Bremen. July 20. Oran
Creamer, aged 61 years. 11 months. 6
days
Funeral today Thursday at
Bremen M. E Church at 2 o'clock
daylight.
Interment ln Hill Side
cemetery.
IN MEMORIAM

In loving memory of my brother
William A. Hall. Who passed away
July 23. 1935.
Mrs. Florence Wooster
July 23. 1936
♦
CARD OF THANKS
Sincere gratitude ls expressed to rela
tives. friends and neighbors whose
kindnesses were thoughtfully extended
at the time of our deep grief. For the I
consoling messages of sympathy, use of
cars and gifts of flowers we are truly
appreciative.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Oray. Mrs. Flora
Marsh. A. E. Arnold.

sizes and 30 styles of engraving,
PLATE INCLUDED, only___$1.65

Wedding Announcements
or Invitations
On white or ivory slock—wed
ding or plate finish. Inside and
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN
CLUDED .................................. $8.95

Social Stationery
Special styles for men and women.
A choice ol lovely colors, mono
grams and styles ol engraving,
PLATE INCLUDED______________
$2.25. $3.95 and up.

Business Stationery
500 business cards or Hammerrnfll
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
CLUDED, only___________ $7.95

The Courier-Gazette
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Union, Maine, July 17, 1936

25c Size lavoris ........................... .22
85c Size Alkalol ............................... 71

A Code Of Ethics

Russell Funeral Home
TEL. 662
9 CLAREMONT ST., ROCKLAND

.98

Kotex, all sizes ............................. .19
Kleenex. 8 for ........................ .22
Sanitary Belts ............................... .21

10c SHRINER'S

5 Cents
50c Size Alkalol
.42
50c Size Z-L Solution ............. 39
50c Hubbard's ficrmacide ......39 50c Norwich Suntan
1.00 Irrigol Powder ............... .79
Norwich Suntan
50r Irrigol Powder.................... 41 35c
75c Tan Liquid
50c BoCar-Al Powder ............... .39
1.25 Punch Clocks
SPECIAL!
J. & J. Baby Powder

1.25 Petroiagar ......................... 98
1.00 Kondrcmul......................... 89

r

Oil
.39
Oil
.29
..... . .69
.89

1.00 Judv Clocks ......................... .79

33c Pablum ...................................... .39
Five pound can Epsom Salts
.39

it

DELIGHT

Westelox Wrst Ben
.19
Watches ...........................3.95

.39
75c Dextrc-Maltose, all No.'s X7

Professional men mast serve hu
manity unselfishly, placing such
service before personal gain. The
traditions of the funeral directing
profession are rooted in this prin
ciple; our strict code of ethics
defines in complete detail the du
ties of the funeral director to his
clients and to the community We
serve everyone, regardless of so
cial position or financial capacity,
to the best of our ability.

Uliux Disposable Diapers

50c Size Lysol ................
39
60c Size Zonite
.49
60c Size Crcoln ...............
.51 25c Seldlitz Powders .....................19
1.00 Size Pepsodint Antiseptic .79 15c Clapps Baby Soup, 2 for .25
50c Size Pepsodent Antiseptic .39 1.20 Sal-Hepa!ira .................. 1.09
25c Size P< psodrnt Antlai plie .22 60c Sal-Hepatica .................. .51
1.09 Size Listerine ................... 79 70c Krusehen Salts
.61
50c Size Listerine
.39 1.00 Eno Salts .
.79
25c Size Listerine
.22 60c Eno Salts ......................... .41
1X0 Size S. T. 37 Solution
.89
50c Size S. T. 37 Solution
.41
Kool Off At Our Fountain
1.00 Size Lavoris ................ .79
50c Size Latorb ....................... 41
SPECIAL!

59c Prptan Powder

RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT

Wherei |. the Silent Me monger has
I again entered our Order and taken our
' well beloved brother Roy H. Gould, we
, who find It hard to understand, can
only say to Him “who doeth all things
I well” 'Thy will be done’.
Resolved. That ln the death of our
brother, Union Lodge I.O.OF . has sus
tained the loss of a loyal nnd well loved
member, whose memory we shall long
cherish and whose virtues we should
emulate.
His family, the loss of £ loving hus
band and father, who will be sorely
missed.
And the town the loss of a substantial
citizen and efflcent and (conscientious
official.
Resolved. That ln respect for our de
parted brother, our Charter be draped,
for a period of thirty days, a copy of
these resolutions be sent to his bereaved
family, the text of them be spread upon
our records and a copy be sent to the
Courler-Oazette for publication.
Alvah E. Ames. John W Cunningham,
Wilson L. Merriam.
Committee on Resolutions.

1 Pint Norcohol Rubbing Alrohol................................................. .29
1.1)0 Size Lysol ................................... 79

SPECIAL!
THE NEW GILLETTE
BOSTONIAN RAZOR
WITH FIVE BLADES
89c

.DRUGSTORE
I ^KlUKItTIOM IKUtCilTS

i

L

PHONE 178
ROCKLAND

READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, July 23, 1936
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FRIENDSHIP

Atlantic

*49.50

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

OLD GOLD

NATIONAL
A- ..r >

ORFF'S CORNER

MEDOMAK

SPRUCE HEAD ISLAND

BIG jFIVE LEAGUE

NORTH HOPE

Rain is needed badly. Gardens
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Willey spent
Mrs Margaret Ames of Brockton,
Pirates 7, So. Thorniagrton 8
Mrs. Bessie Madden of Pawtucket,
In as exciting a ball game as wd£*
and wat*r suppll€s are lowR. I., is spending the summer with Friday with Mrs. Merton Benner at Mass.. Mr. and Mrs Vedder of Sche
Dutch Neck.
nectady, N Y., Miss Kathleen Rus be seen at Community Park this erlng. There has been much fog and
her aunt. Mrs. Clara Orff
, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Savage of sell of Utica. N. Y„ and Walter G. year, the Pirates and a stubborn dull weather ln the past two weeks,
A. C. IDay of Methuen, Mass., was a
New Hampshire were recent callers Taylor of Wallingford. Conn., are South Thomaston team battled 13 tout very little rain. A shower Monrecent caller at the home of Dennis
guests at Rockledge Inn.
at the home of Roscoe Collamore.
innings Sunday, before the Pirates ,day afternoon struck Searsmont
L. Achorn.
Mrs. Beatrice Anderson of Port hung up their sixth straight win 7 to with a deluge but passed this sec
Mrs. Helen Payson of Camden
Mrs. Nellie Benner, Mrs. Bessie visited last week with her parents, land spent Sunday with her son Carl
tion by with a few drops.
6. Hitting Bob Gardner hard, the
Benner and Hugh Benner of Rock Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Shuman.
ton Anderson and family.
Mrs. A. I. Perry, Mr and Mrs. E.
Keag
had
a
5
to
1
lead
going
into
the
land have been guests of Mrs. Nellie
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hammond
Mrs. Donald Thompson of Phila
Donald Perry and children. Donald
seventh.
And
only
good
fielding
Meyer.
delphia has arrived at her cottage had as weekend guests at Rest-Easy kept them from winning easily in and Patricia, were dinner guests
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Douglas and on Long Island for the summer.
bungalow. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
POR I CLYDE
regulation time, as they outhit the recently of Mrs. Walter Bowden
Miss Marion Anderson have returned
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sylvester of Leach of South Union, and Lois Win Pirates 20 to 12. The Pirates put In
Camden,
later
motoring
Miss Ginn and Mrs. Godfrey of home after two weeks' visit with Mr.
Friendship were callers Sunday on chenbach of West Rockport. Callers together four hits and four of the to Rockland and Owls Head. Mrs.
Auburn, ft. I., arrived Friday for a and Mrs. Vellis Weaver.
Sunday were Mr. and Mrs. Henry
friends in town.
Keag's nine errors in the lucky Perry, Sr. remained overnight and
two weeks' visit with Mrs. Ada BrenR. C. Wentworth and Miss Ruth
Mrs. Bertha Wilson and daughter Carver of Simonton Corner and Mrs. seventh to tie the count at 5-all. drove home last Thursday with her
nen.
Clark were callers Friday at Albert of Dorchester. Mass., who have been Winchenbach and children of Rock From then Until the finish each son, L. H. Perry and family.
Miss Charlena Teel has been visit Elwell's.
*
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Thomas land.
George Butler is assisting A. I.
team continually threatened to score
ing relatives in Brewer.
At Mrs. Anna Nelson's cottage
Mrs. Nellie Borneman returned Willey, returned home Saturday.
but here again good fielding came Perry in harvesting hay.
Several boats are in process of Tuesday after a visit of several weeks
Miss Aralyn McLain of Lewiston is Charlotte Dyer was hostess for a few to the aid of Bob, while Carr got
Mr. and Mrs. John Druckenbrod
repair at Davis boat shop.
at Owl's Head and Warren.
guest of her sister, Mrs. Martha days to Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Nelson ] out of hls holes by strikeouts.
(Verona
(Pease) andi son John of
of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs. Earl Gregg
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Broadbent
Mr. and Mrs Henry de Rochemont Soule.
In the first of the twelfth the Keag Washington, D. C„ were recent
of
Belmont
and
Levi
Flint
of
Rock

Orrin Genthner and friends from
and son. Winston of New York city, and family of Rockland were callers
made three singles but a peg from guests of Mrs. Druckenbrod’s brother,
Bath were visitors Friday in this land.
have arrived at their cottage for the last Thursday at Percy Ludwig's.
Frank Wink to Turner caught Amos Llewellyn Pease of Appleton and
Mr and Mrs. I. C. McBride cele
remainder of the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Leonard. community.
Makinen at the plate. In their half sister, Mrs. U. G. Pease of Hope.
brated their 11th wedding anniver
Maurice
Keene
was
in
Boston
Mr and Mrs. Gilligan of Malden. Maurice Leonard and Pearl Leonard
of the same inning the Pirates had
Mrs. E Donald Perry was a caller
sary
Sunday.
Their
dinner
guests
Mass., have been guests of Mr. and of Rockland visited friends here recently as guest of Charlie Light.
men on second and third with none last Thursday on Mrs. Elwin Mank.
were
Mrs.
MacBride
’
s
mother,
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thomas
Carter
spent
Mrs Merton Anthony.
Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Plumer
Sarah Barter who is'97. Afternoon out. Carr struck out Lord and Frank
Saturday in Rockland.
Mrs. Electa Hopkins has returned
Wink and Wiggin threw out Gardner. visited Sunday with Mrs. Ada Conant
Harry Tisdale of Gardner spent the
callers
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Milton
M
Mrs. Martha Soule and two
from a visit ln Augusta.
The Keag seemed to have won the at the home of Mrs. Hattie Green ln
weekend at the home of Lorenzo
children and Sadie Simmons visited C. J. Pettee and grandmother Mrs.
game in its half of the 13th when an Belmont.
Achorn.
The Baptist Circle will hold Its
Griffin
and
daughter
Barbara.
recently with Mrs. Soule's mother in
summer sale Aug. 5 at the library
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Walter and
Misses Minnie Jones, Lillian Jones. error, two singles and Walter DrinkMrs. U. G Pease was guest Sun
Lewiston.
community room.
daughter Ruth of Gardiner were
Iiena James, Pearl McVoy, all of Utica, water’s long fly scored Carr the sixth day of Mrs. A. I. Perry.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Burke of visitors Sunday at Sanford Walter's.
N. Y„ Miss Helen L. Bailey, Florence run. But Fred Wink opened the last
E. O. Ludwig has bought the
CUSHING
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Ludwig and Mr
Augusta spent Sunday with Mr. and
Earle, William E. Crawford and Ar half with a double to right. H. standing grass on tlie Ada Conant
Gardner
grounded
out
sending
Wink
and Mrs. Leon Achorn arrived Sun
Mrs. Merton Anthony.
Haying is furnishing employment thur R. Crawford, all of Barre. Vt.,
farm of Charles Plumer and harvest
to many residents here.
registered at Rockledge Inn last week. to third. Miller hit back to the ing operations began Tuesday. Mr.
Mr and Mrs. George Hodgdon of day for a vacation.
pitcher,
and
Heald
walked
Here
Mr. and Mrs. Stackpole and son
Miss Carrie Wallace has employ
Mrs Amber Childs was pleasantly
Farmington are visitors at the home
Ludwig has also bought the hay on
surprised last Thursday night when a ment at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles were at their cottage, Stony | Turner sent a grounder to Wiggin the Clara Hall farm.
of Mr. and Mrs. Forest Davis.
and
in
hls
haste
to
cut
off
the
tying
Crest, Sunday. The cottage is occu
Mrs. Richard Frost i Minerva
The Willing Workers held a food group of neighbors and friends ar Leslie Hunt, North Cushing.
pied this week by Mr. and Mrs. John run he threw wildly letting ln Miller Pease) and daughter, Jocelyn of
Misses
Annabel
Williams.
Marion
rived
to
celebrate
her
birthday
anni

sale last Thursday at the library.
with the winning marker. Vince
versary. Those present were Mr. and Lane, Edith Stevens of Pleasant Ryan of Augusta.
Rockland were guests two weeks of
Miss Helen Davis has employment
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Lewis returned Carr and Hopkins led the Keag hit her father, Llewellyn Pease in AppleMrs. Milton Sprague, Mrs. Marion Point, Frances Campbell, Irma
at Pemaquid.
Froelich, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Walter. ' Carolln, Marie Williams and Gena to Waterville Sunday after enjoying ters with four apiece while Miller ton and also visited her aunt, Mrs.
Mrs. Theodore Davis and a party Albee Sidelinger, Mrs. Martha Ben Truax of New York motored recently a week's vacation at their cottage. was high for the Pirates with three.
U. G. Pease in Hope for a few’ days.
of friends from Rockland visited last ner. Mr and Mrs. Vellie Weaver and to Bar Harbor.
Mr. Lewis is managing editor of the The score:
Constance Bowden of Camden
Thursday with Mrs Forest Davis.
South Thomaston
daughter Frances, Mr. and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Maloney enter Waterville Morning Sentinel.
passed the weekend with her sister,
pb r bh po a
Rev. S. E. Packard of Boothbay Charles Douglass. Miss Marion An tained at their home Thursday night,
Mr. and Mrs John R. Durrell of
Mrs E D. Perry.
passed a few days in town recently. derson, Mrs. Marjorie Ralph and Frances Campbell, Gena Truax, [ Rockland, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Went- Wiggin, ps _____ 1 0 2 0 4
Mr and Mrs. Lundell of New Jer daughter Evelyn, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Marie Williams and Irma Carolin of ( worth of Hope Corner and Mrs. Ruth Carr, p ................. 7 14 0
GLENMERE
4 11
sey. Mr and Mrs Roland Thomp Elwell and daughter Elizabeth, Percy New' York, Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Tate of Brockton, Mass., were picnic Hopkins, lb
2 17
Mr and Mrs. Lloyd Conant and
son. Miss Daisy Simmons and Wil j Ludwig. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Weaver Perkins of Warren. Arietta Maloney, guests last Thursday of Mrs. Ruth W. Drlnkwater, c
J A. Makinen, cf ..
2 1
sons, John and Lloyd of Edgewater
liam Hisler of Friendship visited and Mr. and Mrs. William Jackson Richard Benner and Alvah Moody of I Spear.
Park, N. J„ are at their cottage.
recently with Mr. and Mrs. Forest Mrs. Childs was presented with two Waldoboro, Edith Stevens of Pleas- ’ Billy Snow and Jack Snow are J W. Makinen, rf ..
beautifully decorated birthday cakes ant Point. Miss Williams sang camping at Hewett's Island for a few J Brown, 2b ...........
Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lyle of AttleL. Drlnkwater, If .. 6
Mr. Fuller, an artist of California, and also a gift of money. Refresh several selections with Arietta ; days.
1 boro. Mass., are passing two weeks
®1 vacation with Mrs. Lyle's parents,
has a studio in the loft of the Davis ments were served and a pleasant Maloney at the piano; Miss Avis ! Helen Harlow and Beth Haines of Grant, 3b ............. 4
Maloney did clog dancing. Refresh- the Waterville Morning Sentinel staff
I evening enjoyed.
boat shop.
' Mr. and Mrs. Winslow Watt.
58 6 20 37*10 9
ments were served the merry group. spent a vacation at their cottage last
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Dakin and
Pirates
D. L. Maloney is harvesting hay at week
family of Marblehead, Mass., are at
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Winchenthe C. C. Bucklin property.
ab r bh po a e ‘ the Shaw cottage.
FOOD-S A F E T Y
C H
Mr. and Mrs. N. J. Peck of Wood- baugh. Mr. and Mrs. A. F Wisner. I Miller, 3b ............. 6 2 3 6
1
The Ladies Circle will meet July
bridge, Conn., who were at Saints Mr and Mrs- B J- Philbrook, Mr and jjeald, 2b ............. 6 113
i; 30 with Mrs. Edith Maxwell at her
Refuge for a few weeks, returned ■ Mrs. George Gay, Mr. and Mrs. Turner, c ............. 7 12 7
Spcottage in Port Clyde.
home Monday.
I George Orcutt, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph J Putnam, lb ........ 5 0 2 13
0 |I Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Davis and
Miss Carrieof Thorndike is guest j Clark. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Maxey,
cf ................. 6 0 13
daughter of Rockland were guests
1 Mr and Mrs. H P. Blodgett. Mr. and prank wink, rf
6 0 1
at Geyer’s Camp.
0
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Mrs. Oeorge St. Clair. Mr. and Mrs R Gardner, p ...... 6 10
0
(j | Andrews.
Raymond Watts, Mrs. Millie Thomas.}
wink If
5 11
SEARSMONT
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Bragdon and
Mrs. Ivy Chatto, Mrs. Hattie Davies, H Gardner ss .... 6 11
Mrs. Saeina Autio of Long Cove
Mr and Mrs. Raymond Dyer and Mrs Adelaide Butman, Mrs. Gertrude
called recently on Mr. and Mrs. A.
three children and Mrs. Edward! Boodj' and EM ward Gonia of A. H.
53 7 12 39 25 3
W. Hooper.
Dyer of the Hood farm were recent Newbert Association were recent
One out when winning run scored,
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Milton
M.
'
gouth
Thomastoncallers on Mrs. Lucy Bean.
j
001301000000 1—6
Kenneth Plaisted of Skowhegan Griffin at their summer cottage.
Mabel
Martindale “and
passed the weekend with his parents. | Mrs.
“‘pirates—
Mrs. Preston Bagley spent the past Claudia Fields of Utica. N. Y., are
0 0 0 0 1 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 2—7
week in Belfast with her mother,! occupying the Rockmere..
; Tw0 base
Carr W DrinkMrs. Wiley.
| Harold Robbins was at his cottage | w&ter Brown H Oardner, Miller,

Linwood Timberlake and son Lin
wood of Woodfords were recent call; ers in this vicinity.
Mrs. May Stanley and Mrs, Hattie
Eprir.oer are at Northeast Harbor for
M*nE IX PORTLAND, ME.
the summer.
Charles H D. Sylvester of New
Bedford. Mass., was a recent visitor at
the home of his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Sylvester.
Mrs. Clayton Oliver is employed ln
cooking at the Dr Sanborn cottage at
Forest Lake for the Marcho family of
Dayton, Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Gould Pitcher who
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. E.
H. Lawry, have returned to Brock, ton. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Sutor and two
children and Mrs. Marguerite (Belt)
Macmillan of Auburn are passing the
i week at the Vannah cottage. Martin's
Point.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Oliver who have
been guests of his mother. Mrs. Clay
ton Oliver, have returned to Thomas
AND VP
ton. accompanied by their nephew
Your Old Range Taken in
Leonard Stetson who will visit them
Exchange
I through July and August.
Atlantic Rangex are available in
Mrs. Sidney Carter and Janice
Black and All Enamel Finishes
Simmons motored to Bucksport last
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED
Sunday and were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Philip Gray. On return they
were accompanied by Mrs. Gray and
1 children who will visit Mrs. Nora
: Burns.
TEL. 980
Mrs. Carl Burdwick of New York
313-325 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
47-tf who was at her cottage at Martin's
Point for a few days, has returned
home.
The Ladies' Aid held an all day
WE BUY
session at the community house. Marj tin's Point, Wednesday with Mrs.
CLARENCE E. DANIELS i Herbert Weaver, hostess. Dinner was
I served 'to 27.
JEWELER
Mrs. Lewis Wallace recently invited
370 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
j those who attended the evening
school to picnic at her father's cabin
in East Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs William Vogul of Cin
cinnati have arrived at their new cot
tage at Hatchet Cove where they will
: spend the stunmer.
Mrs. Alice Marshall is passing the
1
summer
with her daughter, Mrs. G.
/'v'
I L. Vannah.
The Loyal Workers'.. Society of the

RANGES

Advent Church held its annual picnic
at Forest Lake Wednesday afternoon
and evening. Over 30 were present to
enjoy the festivities.
Miss Lila Makie of the State Street
Hospital recently visited Mrs. Ellis
Lawry.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank David. Mrs.
Carrie Wetherell, Misses Eleanor
Winchenbach and Bettie David ot
West Waldoboro were recent callers in
town.

IS YOUR REFRIGERATOR COLD ENOUGH?
C-HICK lit
'■a

THIS
• VALUABLE
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50

Even at a few degrees above 50, bacteria always pres
ent in food multiply by the millions and may become a
serious menace to health. Many hot weather “upsets are
really caused by improperly kept food. And you can t de
pend on sight, smell or taste. The one sure way to know

whether your food is safe is to “take the temperature” of
your refrigerator. That’s why we, as local sponsors for
National Food-Safety Check-Up, offer this valuable ColdGauge FREE to adults calling at our store. Get yours
now, while the supply lasts. No cost, no obligation.

FRIGIDAIRE™* “METER-MISER"
KEEPS FOODS SAFER, FRESHER, LONGER
... AND PROVES IT WITH THE

FOOD-SAFETY INDICATOR

BUILT INTO THE FOOD COMPARTMENT
• Many refrigerators fail to keep safe, low tempera
tures during hot summer weather. Others do it only
at high operating cost. Frigidaire gives you positive
proof that its sensational cold-making unit, the MeterMiser, maintains Safety-Zone temperature even in
hottest weather. And does it on a miserly amount
of current! Come in and see our famous ProofDemonstration. See how the Meter-Miser keeps foods
safer, fresher, days longer. How it freezes more ice,
faster. Inspect the beautiful new cabinets ... wider,
roomier, with as much as 42% more space in front,

Frigidaire Meets ALL 5 Standards lor

and scores of genuine advantages that save you time
and work. Never before have you seen such
amazing prosed value, and never before has

Refrigerator Buying ... and PROVES it!
1. Lower Operating Cost

it been so easy to own a

2. Safer Food Protection

3. Faster Freezing—More

Ice

FRIGIDAIRE
MAPI
* • ' .' .|V".h V. * HSI
... 1,« * . unmet 1 ”- - Frigidaire.

Ask

us

for proof!

4. More Usability
5. A Five-Year Protection Plan

Look tor thio

Name-Plate

McLOON SALES & SERVICE
21 LIMEROCK ST.

TEL. 730

ROCKLAND

Mrs. Moores of Fairfield was recent Sunday.
Frank Wink, Fred Wink. Stolen
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cor- J The island was alive with picnic, bases Lord Turner 2 Sacrlfioe hits,
son.
Parties Sunday. Lobsters and clams,
pred wlnk Doubie pl<ys, H
Milton Hall of Belfast visited his were in great demand.
Gardner to Heald to Putnam, H.
Mrs. Ruth Drlnkwater has as guest Gardner to Putnam to Turner,
grandfather. Charles Cushman, re
Norma Quigley of New York city.
cently.
Hopkins to Brown. Base on balls, off
Mrs A. H. York and Leola Lewis (Gardner 2. off Carr 2. Struck out.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Carr and
daughter of Searsport were recent of Waterville took a trip 'round the by Gardner 3. by Oarr 15. Hit by
callers on Mr. and Mrs. Clarence coast Sunday on a New Haven yacht. pitcher. Grant. Umpires, Hopkins
Mrs. Lilia Ames is spending this and Stewart.
Gelo.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Corson were recent week at her cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Newton of New
Fairfield visitors.
LINCOLNVILLE
Haven and Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Stew
art
of
Meriden,
Conn.,
returned
home
David Govan and son Gordan of
VINALHAVEN
Mrs. John Gunderson of Brook Saturday after spending two weeks Boston who have been boarding for
line. Mass , is guest of her parents vacation at the Sawyer log cabin.
a week at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Sieged Beckman
Mr and Mrs. Charles O. Hoyt have Melvin Dickey, returned home last
Miss tRuth Lyford was a visitor in returned to South Union after a
Thursday.
Rockland recently.
Mrs. Nettie Lambert of Boston is week passed at the Century.
Mrs. Florence MacDonald was
Laura T. King of Medina, N. Y., weekend guest of Mrs. Margaret
registered at Rockaway Inn.
Miss Elizabeth Guilford went re Gladys Herdusan and Mabel Mac
cently to Christmas Cove for the Millan of Huntington, Quebec, who Houghton ln Newport!
Dr. T. (H. Stevens of Boothbay
summer.
Mrs. Louise Sanborn was a visitor have been at the Barnacle bungalow, Harbor, accompanied by W. <O.
Monday in Rockland.
left for home Monday. They expect Stevens of Boston, visited Sunday at
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Black and to make several stops enroute.
W. P. MCOobb’s.
children of Augusta were weekend
Mrs. C. L. Haraden, father Elden
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Walter IngerMr. and Mrs. Nelson Bosworth of
Simmons, the Misses Wellman and Springfield. Mass., are passing a few
son.
Mrs. Harry Young and son Fernald j Earl McMahon were visitors Sunday
days at the Pottle farm.
were in Rockland Monday.
at Journey’s End cottage.
The Airline Boys Club of North
Mrs. Wilbra Billings, Mr. and Mrs
Miss Anna E. Coughlin and niece Lincolnville ls sponsoring a dance
Robert Brownell and son David of
Bath and Miss Norma Billings of Mrs. Mary Carrillo of Owl's Head tonight at its club room. Music by
Newtonville, Mass., are at Boulder were dinner guests Sunday of Prof.
Grleve's Orchestra of Camden.
Cottage. Shore Acres for a vacation. Wilbert Snow and family.
Meredith Treyfrey is in town for
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Gray and son
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hawes, chil Norman, visited ln Bangor recently.
a visit.
Mrs. William Dennison and fami dren Priscilla and Norma, Miss Edith
Mrs. Samuel Smith and Mrs. Lloyd
ly of Bath are spending a vacation Hawes and Mrs. Elizabeth Hawes of
Hartshorne of Jamestown, R. I., are
in town.
Miss Joyce Bennett returned Tues Union were callers Sunday at the staying at the Smith summer home
day from several weeks visit in Bos Century.
for a few days.
ton.
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest J. Maynard
Miss Mary Youngquist of New and son Calvin arrived Saturday at
York is passing a vacation with her
SWAN’S ISLAND
Sea Call. Mr. Maynard will spend two
parents here.
Walter Pendleton who has been at weeks and Mrs. Maynard and Calvin
Steamer North Haven, for Sunday.
Rock Cottage the past few weeks will remain through the summer.
July 26 only, will leave Rockland
returned today to Brookline. Mass.
Mrs. H. J. Jameson who has been earlier than her usual sailing time,
Mrs. Inez Conant was a Rock
visiting at Sunset Camp for two leaving for North Haven. Stonington
land visitor Monday.
Cards have been received announc weeks, is now at the home of her and Swan's Island at 6.30 a. m.
ing the marriage of Mora Willey son Dr. C. H. Jameson in Camden, Steamer W. 8. White will leave at her
usual Sunday hour, 9 a. m. for Vinal
Whitney and Frank Joseph Thomas
haven. All excursion Sunday sailings
of Cambridge, Mass. The bride ls where she will spend the summer.
Stanley H. Maynard, with nephew for both steamers hereafter at 9 a. m.
the daughter of Mrs. Mary Willey
and the late
Walter Willey, William Maynard and Pierce Ches- —Th-S
and with her mother has spent many worth of Milton, Mass., was at Sunset
summers in town. She has been em
Crockett Beach and Mrs. E. L. Mont
ployed by the AB C. Elevator Co., of Camp for the weekend.
Boston for several years. The groom, Recent callers at The Friendly gomery of Thomaston were recent
a former Vinalhaven boy. son of Mrs. home were Mr. and Mrs. Herbert callers on Mrs. Stanley Maynard at
Carrie Thomas and the late Samuel
Thomas is a graduate of Vinalhaven Frank D. Rowe of Warren Mrs. Vesta the Sunset.
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Gilbert
High School, class of '29. and is em M. Bowes of Union, Mr. and Mrs.
ployed by the S. S. Pierce Co., of Carpenter, Mrs. Creighton ar.d Wil took Miss Fannie Gilley of Gardner,
Boston. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas are liam Dornan of Union, Mrs. Fannie Mass., who has been visiting them
spending a honeymoon in town and
have many friends here who extend Maker of Belfast and Mrs. Lucy for a week, to Bar Harbor Sunday
congratulations.
Wall of Spruce Head.
by auto. Miss Gilley will visit there
Mrs. Katherine Gregory of Glen and other places before returning
Dance at North Haven Friday Cove, Mrs. Edward Starrett of Thom to Massachusetts. Mr. and Mrs. ►
night. July 24. Music by Jack and
his Yankee Clippers, 4 piece Orches aston, Mrs. Erman Lamb and three Gilbert returned Monday to their
children of Nutley, N. Y., and cottage Lookout Lodge.
tra.—adv.

ATLAS
JARS

Tested for strength
under strain by the
scientific Polariscope
instrument. Tested for
strength under heat by
boiling water at 212°F.
Individually inspected.
ATLAS Fruit JARS are
safe and strong for all
methods of modern pre
serving. And they are
made of clear crystal
glass to give natural
color to your fruits and
vegetables.
HAZEL-ATLAS GLASS CO.
Wheeling, W. V*.

Makers of fruit jars and fruit
jar caps for more than 40 years.

All Styles and Sizes of
Fruit Jars and Caps''

Every-Other-Day
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WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

TENANT’S HARBOR

SOUTH HOPE

I

SOUTH WALDOBORO

Mrs. John Mathews and daughter,
Mrs. Irene Miller and family have
Miss Barbara Pitcher who is em
Jane, are occupying their summer moved to Rockport.
ployed in Boston, is spending two
I
home. Mr. Mathews will join them
Callers Friday evening at A. W. weeks' vacation with her parents,
Without Calomel—And You’ll Jump Out of Bed io
later.
Heath's were Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Mr. and Mrs. Franklyn L. Pitcher.
the Moroinf Rarin’ to Go
- And The '
Frank Nevers is receiving medical Heald and Mrs. Charles Daily of
The liver should pour out two pounds of
Harry Saunders and son, Harold
liquid bile into your bowels daily. If this bile
treatment in Camden.
Camden.
On return home Mrs. of East Hartford, Conn., have been
is not flowing freely, your food doesn’t digest.
It just decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up
Mrs. Ellen Wallace who has been Heald was accompanied by Miss
your stomach. You get constipated. Your
recent guests of the Standish family.
whole system is poisoned and you feel sour,
guest at Wan-e-set Inn, returned Ruby Merrifield who will visit her
The Perfect Tea for
sunk and the world looks punk.
Mr. and Mrs. Brainard R. Win
recently to Magee Island.
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere
for a few days.
Agriculture
rubbers: be sure the wire clamps of bowel
chenbach
returned
home
Sunday
movement doesn't get at the cause. It
A minister engaged to supply the
takes those good, old Carter’s Little Liver
Hartley Watts of Melrose, Mass., after a week passed at the home of
The 1936 Japanese Beetle Quaran jars are tight; use only fresh pro
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing
pulpit
here, will arrive Sept. 1. The passed the weekend witH his family
tine Shippers’ Guide does not give ducts; do not pack containers too
freely and make you feel "up and up ”, Harm
parsonage is being prepared for oc- at thelr
home here
He Addison Winchenbach. Dutch Neck
any town in Knox and Lincoln tightly; process jars the full length less, gentle, yet amazing in making bile flow
freely. Ask for Carter’s Little Liver Pills by
Miss Marjorie Hatch of Boston is j
counties. Most of the towns are irt of time; have food and equipment
cupancy, Leroy Meservey the work was accompanied by his cousin, Mrs.
lame. Stubbornly refuse anything else. 25cYork and Cumberland county with clean; work quickly; and store canned
visiting
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
man.
food in a cool, dry place.
Carrie Tolman.
a few in Androscoggin.
Bedfield Miller in Lawry.
Mrs. Amelia Taylor remains seri
• • • *
“Canning and Preserving'- bulletin charge of the baking contest and
Mrs. Ella Bowley is spending a
186 may be had upon request at style dress revue for girls, and Ralph ously ill.
Miss Maxine Wallace celebrated buck deer was seen Sunday morning local women, voluntary leaders of
Edgar Smith of North Edgecomb, No.
the Farm Bureau Office, Rockland. Wentworth, county Agent, will be ln
few
weeks with Mrs. Elizabeth Went
Mrs. Dorothea Cameron and two
is getting ready for the Northeast
her seventh birthday Saturday by grazing in the field of Mrs. Ida farm bureau groups, worked with the
• • • •
worth.
charge of the poultry and garden daughters are visiting Mr. Cameron
ern Poultry Producers' auto tour
holding a party for several young Winchenbach. and in the past two 14 home demonstration agents of
contest for boys. The winner ln each
4-H Club Notes
which takes place Aug. 25. The
William Carver has employment at frjCnds Miss Maxine was the re- weeks Lowell Wallace reports having Maine last year in forwarding the
on Burnt Island.
party will arrive at his farm about
Three 4-H Clubs have held the contest will win a trip to the 4-H
Mrs. Homer Harding and two Alford Lake Camp.
clpient of many gifts, among which seen five moose. Mrs. Clarence Lee Extension teaching program of the
10 a. m. tDS.T.). The next stop will maximum number of meetings pos Club State Camp at Orono on the
Mr. and Mrs. William Monkhouse was a birthday cake made by her also saw a large moose recently.
be at Oakland Park for dinner. All | sible, three meetings a month, for University of Maine Campus during chUdren recently motored to their
University of Maine, College of Agri
poultrymen in the county are urged points towards the county plaque August 19 to 28 Three judges are home in Somerville, Mass.
were weekend visitors at the Charles aunt, Miss Anna Flanders.
culture and the United States De
to join the party at Smith's farm and since Nov. 1, 1935, to date. These
Mrs. Leroy Sheerer is guest at the Dunbar home.
Fifteen hundred and eighty-five partment of Agriculture.
go through to Orono. The regular clubs are: Helpful Handy Home being secured for each contest. Visi
Mrs. Frank Guptill and sons Frank
Halver Hart returned Monday
W E. Sheerer home.
poultry school will be held at Orono, Hustlers of South Bristol with Mrs. tors are welcome.
and Roger of Harvard, Mass., are
Aug. 26 and 27 in connection with Winifred Pinkham and Mrs. Eunice
Mrs. Willis Wilson has returned from Boston with a load of horses. vacationing with relatives here and
the summer meeting of the North •Rice, leaders; Lively Little Ladies of
Services are conducted every Sun
OF ALL SPRAYS
home if ter completing her duties in
at their summer cottage in Friendeastern Poultry Producers' Council, South Bristol with Mrs. Wintie Rus
Jolly Toilers 4-H club of George's
day at 2:30 daylight at the UniverKEEP AWAY FROM
Thomaston.
Anyone planning to have dinner at sell and Mrs. Mona Farrin leaders; River Rd. Thomaston, has planned
n
FLY-TOX X—>
Wheeler, son Whitney and salist Church by Rev. C. Guy Robbins s p'
Oakland Park should notify H. L. Wide Awake 4-H of Bristol with Mrs. a club tour and picnic at Harjula's , Charles
_
The Thurston family of Rockville
Richardson,
Extension
Service, Stephen Prentice and Mrs. Harriette shore in August. On this tour each ^r“nkJ Brown made a business trlp D. D. of Lawrence, Mass.
Miss Dorothy Carver who is em- holds services at the Baptist Church
Orono, Maine, well In advance.
Redonnette leaders. These three
Saturday to Rockland
• • • «•
10,000 Tests
FLY-TOX IS
clubs have also held public demon club member's project will be in
!
Mr. and Mrs. David Brown and ployed in Rockport, was weekend every Sunday night and Sunday
William Humason of West Aina strations and Judging contests and spected and work suggested for the
guest
of
her
mother,
Mrs.
Margaret
School
in
the
morning.
An
lnvltaPROVE
SURE DEATH
has completed hls new double-deck the Helpful Handy Home Hustlers remainder of the year. —Ina J. son, Elwin of Somerville Mass., are
Carver.
Returning
to
Rockport
she
tion
to
attend
is
extended
all.
FLY-TOX
the
Best
TO INSECTS
have
held
a
club
tour
which
gives
103
expected
to
arrive
Saturday
and
henhouse and has it already for his
Anderson, club secretary
Alfred Standish has had his house
600 cross bred pullets which he ex points toward the county plaque.
will visit their parents, Capt. and was accompanied by her sister. Miss
Twenty-three other 4-H clubs have
pects to house before long.
Edna Carver.
i re-wired for electricity. This service
already held the minimum number NORTH WASHINGTON Mrs. Charles Holbrook.
fc of
-----------------was interrupted after the house was
Mrs.
Freelyn
Smalley.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
4-H
club
meetings
<
12
or
over)
Tom Leighton of Sheepscot has
------Lawrence Smalley and daughter and
Present potato prospects for the badly gutted by fire last fall,
year's work.
several hundred white rocks on required for their
• • • A motor party consisting of Mrs. Albert Smalley have returned to Med- country as a whole indicate the smal
Game is plentiful here, though of
range. He feels that these birds will
A 4-H clulb tour was held by the Rena Page of Sanford, Mrs, Mabel ' ford, Mass., after spending two weeks
lies osquitoes piders mother
make good layers as well as excep
lest potato crop harvested since 1925 no present use to hunters. A large [
Happy
Home
Makers
4-H
club
of
Page of Farmingdale and Mrs. Eva a^ their cottage at Fogarty s Corner.
tionally fine poultry.
Aina
July
17.
The
4-H
club
project
,
,
,
„
r,
j,
„
,
Miss
Mildred
Elwell
and
friends
of
• • • 0
Jackson of South Gardiner called
Corner caUed on Mr and Mrs
Potato men should take special carried by each member was in
care of their crop this year as It spected by County Agent, Ralph I recently on their cousin, W. A. Palm- . Ormond Hopkins recently,
| Mr. and Mrs. George Underwood
looks as though the market would Wentworth, and Club Agent. Ruth j er.
Elbridge Lenfest and Archie Len- and family, also Ernest Johnson and
be favorable. Keep all new growth Clark. The club members and pro
jects
carried
by
each
are
as
follows:
L
„-„ family have vacated the Ernest
covered with either bordeaux or cop
Calvin Cheney, beans and potatoes; i fest, witn tractor and two horses, are :! wheeler house and the Ada Gardiner
per-lime dust.
Ralph Damon, John Damon, and harvesting hay on the farm of M. W. I house. respectively, and moved to
• w • •
j Rockland.
The Maine Farm News, sponsored Harry Kieiaiead, garden projects; Lenfest.
cooperatively by the University of ■ Eva and Doris Hall, canning. Each
Alva Young, who spent a part of ’ Miss Gilberta Mair is employed by
Maine Extension Service, the State project showed a good start toward his boyhood in this vicinity, called
HenryAllen in caring for her
Department of Agriculture and the the finish in October.
. ..
, . ,'
| children, Charlene and Elaine,
i recently on old time fnenas here. ( jjrs Emma Torrey spent a few days
Maine Experiment Station, now goes
A 4-H club picnic to take place of Mr. Young is a sailor under the ! recently with her daughter, Mrs. Alice
on the air from the studios of WCSH,
Portland, at 12:46 p m.. and froth the rainy field day will be held at British flag, his ship being in Mon- Comstock of Rockland.
the studios of WLBZ. Bangor, and j Crescent Blach ln Jefferson Aug. 18. treal for a few weeks while repairs „Mrs Mary J Hart and Mrs. Ida
WRDO. Augusta, at 11:30 a m. AU ( The picnic will begin at 10 daylight
i Gregson of Worcester, Mass., in com| pany with Mrs Pannie Cox of gomej..
three stations carry the program J time, and includes swimming and all i are made.
| 4-H field day events.
daily, Monday through Friday.
i The field day banner, which has I Mrs. F. W. Cunningham and crew vilie, Mass., motored here recently,
of pickers are busily engaged in blue- Mrs. Hart will remain at her cottage
The apple outlook for New Eng b»en very attractively made by the berrying. Owing to a heavy frost at ^or the summer. Mrs. Gregson and
Walpole
Project
Pushers,
will
go
to
land is one of the smallest crops,
^eturned home after spend
with the exception of 1934, in over the highest scoring club in events blossom time, only one-half the usual ing a week
here.
15 years. For the county as a whole for the day. Prizes for the second crop is expected here. In this locali- i
_________ __
and
third
scoring
clubs
will
also
be
it is the smallest crop since 1921.
ty nearly all berry owners wait for
Orchardists that have good apples awarded. In each event, blue, red
GLEN COVE
and
white
ribbons
will
be
presented
the crop to ripen, then rake it for j
this coming year should find a ready
to
first,
second,
and
third
winners.
factory
canning.
Maurice
Gorden and Jack Miller |
market for them.
These events Include swimming,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
DeGrass
and
of
Boston,
vacationists here for
Programs for the annual summer rolling pin contest for leaders, dashes, son Vinal DeGrass and Mrs DeGrass several seasons, arrived Saturday at
relay,
bag
race,
three-legged
race,
conference of the Northeastern Poul
try Producers Council, Aug. 25 . 26, obstacle race and horseshoe. Picnic were weekend visitors at the home Sea View Cabins for a lengthy stay,
THE FAMOUS
Mr. and Mrs. William White, formand 27, which wiU be held at the lunches will be brought by each of Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Lenfest.
University of Maine. Orono, may be member and soda, ice cream, and
-’.-.a * __
"•
W.
A
Palmer
is
employed
by
erly
of
Somerville,
Miass.,
now
of
-- j'
candy will be on sale at the beach.
obtained from your county agent.
Frank Trask who has a contract to New Hampshire, were callers Friday
Special contests for the 4-H Club erect a new building at Erskine at Mrs. Alice Gregory's.
,i' boys
Wlth The Homes
and girls in Knox and Lincoln Academy in China. Mr. Palmer
A glorious display of rainbow
The canning bees scheduled for counties will be held at the Farm
■ ** r <•
Al.*//
’7' S'
■
next week with the Home Demon Bureau hall on the West Meadow makes the trip daily by car. Ray- colorings was seen in the western
stration Agent, Miss Lawrence, ares road. Julv 31 at 1:30. daylight time. mond Turner also has work on this sky Sunday at 6:30 during a sunrise
Ruth Clark, club agent, will be in project.
Tuesday. Boothbay at the Grange
shower.
* WITH THE
hall with Mrs. Grace Reed as foods
••
i'' a-,
'''v.
*•
leader.
j. .
Wednesday. Montsweag at Mrs
Rose Baker's with Mrs Sadie Nelder
ELKCTltTC B f
D ATn B
as leader.
GENERAL
Thursday, Orffs Corner at the
Community House with Mrs. Amber
Childs as leader.

With the Extension Agents
Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau

‘

ICED TEA

F LY-TOX
Kills F

-M

-S

Insects

j

Special
Offer
k

iw ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

>•'r <'
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There should be from 51 to 60
quarts of fruit and vegetables canned
per person a year, or for a family
of five between 255 and 300 quarts.
At a saving of about 10c per quart,,
this amounts to approximately $25
to $30 per year.
• • • •

Th IS
The famous Sunbeam IRONMASTER with auto

matic

Can by Hot Pack Method

The hot pack method is recom
mended for all non-acid vegetables
such as string beans, greens, peas,
beets, carrots and corn. The reason
for this is because the maximum
temperature inside the jar is reached
more quickly than when the product
is packed cold. In this method the
product is precooked from two to
five minutes before putting it info
the jars and is packed in the same
liquid. If the liquid on the product
does not fill the jar to within onehalf inch of the top. boiling water ls
added. The jars should be thorough
ly clean and hot before filling them.
Loose packing of material ln the
Jars is not economical Over-tlvht
packing makes it difficult for the
heat to penetrate to the center of the
Jar The pack should be even and
compact, but not tlrht. and should
permit the food to be surrounded byliquid.
If the jars are filled with boiling
hot material, thev may be sealed,
completely before being put into the
water bath canner, but only partial
ly sealed for the pressure cooker.
Careful canning is an aid to suc
cessful canning! Test your jars and
covers to make sure they are not
cracked or chipped; always use new

ovc’i Afortcuj..

woolens,

cottons, etc., to give you every desirable ironing

ITS AUTOMATIC
heat.

One of the fastest heating irons known

and selling regularly for $7.95.

Plu
A Sunbeam Clothes Sprinkler—makes ironing
faster because it sprinkles more evenly than pos

SPECIAL
buys a foil family size

sible by hand.

OFFER

GENERAL
ELECTRIC

Pl US

, fynbeam Automatic co,n
u Clothes Sprayer
?35>u

with the

Sealed-in-Steel

THRIFT UNIT
terms so easy that it will
actually pay for itself.

$1

^11

VALUE

Money Saving

THRIFT UNIT

bination Ironing Set for only $7.95.

LESS Sl.tX) aiLO'fcSNCE
FOR YOUR OlO’lRON .

-

51 00
I ,

SPRINKLER NOT SOLD SEPARATELY

CENT

YEARS

Performance Protection

Top models.

▲INE

CENT

poweVvompany

REFRIGERATION

COSTS

LESS

THAN

This Offer Good Only During July and August

General Elutric originated

5

5

CENTS

A

DAY

Iron

Bring in your old iron and get this $ 11.45 Com

economy.

in both Flatop
and Monitor

Allowance for your old

Here's a trade you can't afford to pass up.

General Electric's sealed-in
steel mechanism has a record
that compares favorably
with any electric refrigerator
for dependable service and

ELECTRIC

A beautiful Sprinkler you'll enjoy

using—sells regularly for $3.50.

Here is your opportunity to
own one of today's finest
electric refrigerators on

A PrrtMt •< NATIONAL UUblT COMPANY

temperature control for silks,

POWl

INE
>MPAMY
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Ilt****«*-w*«**«**q
this session and see and hear what
In Everybody’s Column »
_____
__
♦
the young people have been learning
Advertisement* In thte column not to *
during the School. Thc largest at
FOR
SALE
Mr. and Mrs. David B. French of tendance up to this time has been
txceed three llnee Inserted once for 25 .»
centa. three times -for 50 cents. Addi H*****««*«_**«*at
Melrose Highlands. Mass., are guests 123 and the average attendance. 107.
tional lines five cents each for one time
33-ft. auxiliary sloop for sale, first
The school is having a picnic at
10 cents for three times. 81x words class
at the French horhestead.
condition. Tel. 321-R. ROBERT
make a line.
South
Pond
this
afternoon.
BURNS.
City___________________
87-89
Preparations are going forward for
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Mannix.
FORD sedan for sale, ln good condi
the annual Legion Fair to be held who have been guests of Mr. and
K
tion. special price for quick sale. RALPH
Aug. 12-13 on the Mall
The Mrs. Warren Mank. fcr a week, re
AYERS. 35 Gleason street. Thomaston.
________________________________ 88*91*94
Woman’s Auxiliary is ln charge of turned yesterday to Dorchester,
certain booths and will receive the 1 Mass.
FORD convertible sport roadster for
proceeds.
These are the anro.i
sale, ln excellent condition. Tel 540 or
Members of Pine Cone Tro-jp
write
P. O. 23. Rockland for particulars
booth, with Mrs Shirler Wil’iams, Girl Scouts are asked to meet at the
CAIRN terrier dog lost, small, tan
88-60
body, dark brown ears. Reward Tel.
chairman: fancy articles. Mrs. Kath Thomaston High School building at
Camden 2355.______________________ 85-tf
erine Risteen; childrens table, Mrs 8:45 a. m. Saturday ready to march
EIGHT western horses for sale, 1400 to
PAIR of tortoise-shell eye glasses In 1600 lbs ; onc outstanding bay team.
Carrie Carroll; fir pillows, Mrs to the cemetery where they will at
brown leather case lost July 8. Reward 3200 lbs.; also several second-hand
Edna C. Smith. Fir tips are now be tend the memorial services for Gen
Return to Courler-Oazette_________ 87»lt) horses. H. A HART. South Hope
88*03
ing cut in Mrs. Charles Cogan's barn.1 eral Henry Knox, whose birthday an
FLANGE coupling for motor boat lost
TWO
blue
Persian
kittens.
8
weeks
on Green street, and anyone who is niversary will be observed. Follow
from truck on . Park street near Perry s old. IMRS CHARLES McKELLAR. Tel
88’lt 2-3. Warren
Muket Tel 451-1
willing to assist in this work will be ing this ceremony, the second class
88-90
welcomed any afternoon or evening. Scouts are requested to go to
SMALL Eastman Kodak camera ln
BOAT for sale or exchange. 15 ft.
leather
case
lost
Monday
on
Break

Miss Betsy Bulkeley and her bro ‘Montpelier.”
water Reward Tel. 367-12
87*89 sturdily constructed boat with khaki
ther. Dickey Bulkeley, who have been
cover and 4’2 Johnson outboard. Like
The Federated Circle will hold a
CASE containing
white orchestra new. Wlll exchange toward larger craft
spending three and a half weeks with I cooked food and fancy article sale
Jackets July 17 either at Vinalhaven or Write BDW Courier Office________ 87*89
their grandparents. Mr. and Mrs Wednesday afternoon at the Congre
Rockland EDDIE WHALEN. Tel. 8219.
FURNISHED kitchenette apartment to
Richard O. Elliot, returned to gational Church.
City______________________________ 8U89
let. $3.50
a week. Including lights. V.
Marblehead. Mass., yesterday, Mr
..........................................
M_F.
tf
Mr and Mrs. S. F. Haskell, ac
NOiiCE Is hereby given of the loss of i ........
n-x-rTDi
rv Tei 1144 nr iuo
deposit
book
number
5812
and
the
j
Tel. 1154 or 330
and Mrs. Elliot motoring there to companied by their daughters Misses
owner
of
said
book
asks
for
duplicate
In
.
FIRST
floor
apartment
to
let.
4
rooms
take them and returning today.
Beatrice and Gloria, motored Sun
accordance with thcprovlsloni of the ( Rnci bath unfurnished $25 month, lei.
Miss Elaine G. Wing, of Cohassett, day to Danville Junction 'o visit
State Law SECURITY TRUST CO , 883-W. ANNE V FLINT
83-90
Rockland, Maine. KNSIGN OTIS, ReMass., is guest of her sister and their elder daughter, Miss Mar
celver.
85-Tb-91
YOUNG cow lor sals, VICTOR
brother-in-law. Rev. and Mrs. H. S guerite Haskell who is dramatic in
GRINDLE. 105 New County Road. 88*90
Kilborn. this week
structor and counsellor at Camp
Charles
Starrett
in
a
scene
from
“
Stampede."
—
adv.
tt
* j UNTIL July 26 only, roosters for
Mrs. Allan J. Young and daughter, j Pesquasawasis for girls. The camp
• , boiling, frying and roasting. 28c lb..
11 ’
Miss Dorothy Young, who have been I has registered 200 girls and is full to
| I dressed and delivered. Tel. 904-J. 88-90
I
♦
sons,
to
begin
his
pastorate.
Aug.
16
visiting Miss Margaret Copeland, for capacity. Miss Haskell is enjoying
Legal
Notice
|
TRAILER t HOME
bargain.
fully
John Colvin and Milton Colvin of
♦
a few days, will return today to ' her eight weeks work there.
tt ****«.«.**.******• equipped, like new. sleeps six. modern
Newton Centre. Mass.
, Miss Patricia Gagnon of Boston Washington. D. C. are at the home
stove and lighting, roomy and comfortNOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
AVAILABLE at once. Rawlelgh Route ; able, weather proof, extra large beds,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph McLelland. of is guest of Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Haskell of L. True Spear for the summer.
Whereas. Peter Williams of Vinalhaven
Miss Lilia Pert who has been visit in the Countv of Knox and State of of 800 families. Only reliable man need | also extension making extra large room,
New York City, who are summering for tlie summer.
apply.
earn $25 or more weekly. | coet new $650. sellfor $225, At OAK
Mr anti Mrs. Walter Shaw is now Maine, by his Mortgage Deed dated the No cashCan
at Damariscotta, called on Miss
required. Write today. RAW- i GROVE CABINS Tel 8181.
R6*88
Two attractive signs have been ing Nnrth
Qprtizuriplc
twenty-sixth day of August. 1929. and i . .....pc DEPT
"
MEG-73-Z, Albany. —:---- ;—-------- ;------Anna Dillingham, and her brother I erected at the junction of roads from in
in North Sedgwick.
recorded, tn Knox Coun’y Registry of WEIGHS. DEPT.
84«89
MODEL A Ford truck for sale, with
George Dillingham. Tuesday enroute Warren and the concrete highway . Dr. anti Mrs. A,.cn OHansen. Who Deeds. Book 221. Page 316. conveyed *0 —;---- ;----------------------------------------- _|
automatic hoist; also Chevrolet sedan
have been guests of DrantiMrs. MAD Bird and Frank A Tirrell. Jr both
MOWING wanted by the hour or hay- | »nd lawn mower. C. E. GROTTON. 138
to Bar Harbor.
Made in the shape of an open book r-imiasckevltch
at
their
Ballard
0(
B^kland
In
said
County
.md
State.
|
lng
Job.
2
horse
machine.
C
F.
PRES|
Camden
St. City Tel. 1214-M.
84-tf
Mrs. Carl Emery and children. they are lettered "Warren Bi-cen Lainia.sch.etlien at tneir uanaru , f„taln lot or parcel of land together 1 COTT. Tel 489-W
88*90
,w w-------. — ,----- ;--------------—
Park cottage left this week for Brew- W|th the buildings standing thereon I—_____ :---- :------ —.
......... ... 1 1200 lb. horse for sale, also new milch
Dorothy. Marilyn and Donald, of tennial. July 30-31. 1736-1936."
Jobs or carpenter work wanted. Jersey cow L. B ROKES. Cobb Road
I and situated ln the aforesaid town of 50cIcODD
Melrose. Mass., arrived here Tues
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Thomforde and ster N Y
an hour Shingles Jald for $2 50 per Ce-mden.
83*88
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Warren were
bounded and d'scrlbed
M. 138 Camden street. Tel 1214-M 88-tf
day and are guests of Mr. and Mrs son Henry have returned to Boston
DORIES, twelve 12!2 and 13 ft., dories,
Earl F. Woodcock. Hyler street.
EXPERIENCED
girl
wanted
for
general
weekend
guests
of
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Lee
beginning
at
the
old
Town
Road
after being guests of Misses Winnie
five streaks. Also skiffs all new. FRED
housework. Tel. 1285.
88-lt KILLERAN, Cushing. Tel. 198-21 Thom
| by Hiram Abbott's corner; thence ________________________________
A card party was given at the and Lizzie Winslow While here A. Ellis.
westerly by the Abbott line to a fir tree
86*88
home of Mrs. William J. Robertson they called on several friends, among
MIDDLE aged man wanted. Good dry aston.
Mr. and Mrs J F. Maguire. Mrs standing
ln the wall for a corner: thence
plat
Monday night for the benefit of St. them. Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Watts. Ethel Spear. Mrs. Diana Pitts and northerly to a large rock marked for a milker, one who wants good home,
small
wages,
have
a
few
cows,
year
’
s
let for the season Phone us. Rockland
James Catholic Society. There were
The second in a series of food sales, Mrs. Edna Ingraham spent yesterday corner; thence southerly to the old town work E E CHAPMAN References, ex
four tables of auction bridge and one sponsored by the ladies of St. John's | at Tenant's Harbor at the home of road for a corner at stake and stones changed. West Neck Road. Nobleboro 980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO82-tf
or bolt ln the ledge: thence, southerly Me.
87*92
of whist, and prizes were awarded Church will take place Saturday in \ their father. Willard Wall.
by line of the old town road to the
THIRTY-THREE ft. cabin cruiser.
thus: Auction. Mrs. Earl Risteen. Walsh's store at 1 30 p. m
POSITION wanted, as allround cook. Kermath engine, fully equipped P A.
Mr and Mrs. Frank Rider, son By first mentioned bound first mentioned,
HORACE PERRY. Cor. Union and SIMMONS. Seavlew Garage. Rockland.
the
lines
of
this
lot
to
be
where
the
Miss Eliza Whitney and Miss Mary
Services Sunday at St. John's ron and Kenneth Daucett motored fence now stands.
Willow Sts . Rockland.
87-tf
Tazik; whist. Miss Agnes Hanley.
ALSO another certain lot or parrel of
Church will be Holy Eucharist at 9 30 to Cape Rozier Sunday for the day.
MIDDLE-aged woman wants position
ALL kinds of dry hard, and soft wood,
Mr. and Mrs R. G. Burns returned a. m.; Church School at 10.45; eve
land
situated
ln
the
aforesaid
town
of
Miss Thalice Spear will arrive from
companion to elderly woman or man. under cover, also lumber. T. J. CARto Saco yesterday after a brief ning service at 7 30. At this service Boston Saturday to spend a two- Vinalhaven. bounded and described os! as
light housework Write MRS E A. I ROLL Tel. 263-21, Rockland
76-tf
follows,
viz:
visit with Warden and Mrs. Edward
JACKSON. 24 Limerock St., Camden^
members of the Pleasant Point music weeks' vacation with her parents. Mr. BEGINNING at a bolt ln a boulder on ' Tel
THIRTY foot cabin Cruiser for sale
2410
_________________________
87-89
1
P. Johnson.
north-east corner ot land of the I
fully equipped, call FLY’S GARAGE
and Mrs. L. True Spear.
Mrs Susie Poland, of South Wey colony will give a sacred concert
thence westerly 506 feet along I RELIABLE kitchen woman wanted, ___________________________________ 73-tf
Miss Marion Weidman and Miss Grantee:
line of Abbott's to a bolt ln rock: thence.also
----- reliable waitress, to work In tea
mouth. Mass . is visiting her mother. under the direction of H. Wellington Mattie Russell attended the
m I USED stoves of all kinds bought and
References required ln both
Play I northerly 533 feet to a fir tree spotted I room.
Mrs. Helen Watts, and sister. Mrs. Smith. The sermon will be delivered
M.ti cold. C E GROTTON. 138 Camden 8t.
| on four sides; thence, easterly 1154 feet cases. Tel. 709-J.
by Fr. Franklin who will also be ths Monday night at Lakewood.
Tel 1214-M_______________________ 79-tf
Clifford A Clark. Green street.
to a bolt on western side of Mountain
HOUSEKEEPER wanted, permanent |
Earle Achorn will be the soloist at road; thence. 672 feet southerly along
Miss Nathalie Hall is guest of her celebrant of the service following
MOTOR boat for sale 25 ft. by 6-6 ft.
iosltlon, small family, good pay. Apply
the
Methodist
Church
Sunday
night
I
6aid
road
to
t»lt
at
south-east
corner
the
concert.
A
special
silver
offering
uncle and aunt. Mr. and Mrs. Carol
I T ZAHN, Medomak. Maine.
83*88 , mahogany open launch, windshield.
Mrs.
5
Etta
rilta
Hobbs
MODUS
of
OI
Dorchester,
uorcnester.
i
of
OI
land
*ana
of
the
urauux,
Grantee:
thence
nitrite
northuuivuGray
6-40 engine ln good condition.
Foster, this week, at their home in will be taken. Everyone is invited to
WANT to place $1500 or $2000 mortgage Asking price $450." FRANK D. WINCH\<r and
Jar- 1 westerly
311 . feet
along
wall to
Mass nnri
ana Mr.
ana Mrs
Mrs. Harrv
Marry jar
in led(?e
thence
144stone
feet westerly
attend
on my shore farm, all new buildings, ENBAUGH. Friendship. Me.
Rockland.
68-tf
Mrs. Hazel M. Anzalone. regent of rett of Thompsonville. Conn., were J to bolt in ledge; thence 128 feet south- few miles from Thomaston. Write P.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Kalloch. of
care
Courier-Gazette.
85*88
recent
guests
of
Mrs.
Blanche
Ells-J
westerly
to
bound
first
began
at
Portland, were ln town Tuesday to General Knox Chapter DAB., re
And whereas, said Mortgage was a*
_
, : signed by the said A D Bird and the 1 „
attend the funeral services for Mr. quests all members of the organiza worm.
Mr and Mrs. Albert Tolman and said Frank A Tirrell. Jr to the RockKalloch's grandfather, Josiah W. tion to attend the ceremonies to be
(
I AItrnilfl
held at the grave of General Knox, daughter Carol Of Quincy. Mass , arc land National Bank, a National banking ♦
Clark.
1
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Gowen and at 9 o'clock. Saturday and to go to in Presque Isle to pass the remain2
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Macomber, of "Montpelier" afterward to act as
to let. all modern. Including
Mrs A T Carroll and Mr °t Deeds Book 173. Page 438; and j
— — —— — — — —
• oilHOUSE
burner; with garage, large corner lot.
Saco, were recent guests of Warden hostesses. It is hoped that as mani Mr
WLsHorieV F Piphnrri<
whereas, the condition of said Mortgage
UR MART REUTER, osteopathic phy- Cor
Broadway and Limerock St. V. F,
as possible will wear Colonial cos- I and Mrs. raCGCTiCk K. Ricnaras.
and Mrs. Edward P Johnson.
J,af.
broken, now therefore, by rea- 1 Rician. 158 Talbot avenue, Rockland.
STUDLEY. 283 Main St.. Tel. 1154 or 330.
Kenneth Cates has returned to his son of the breach of the condition Taxi from Main street upon request
Miss Shirley Hanson, of Barre. Vt.. t umes.
___________________________________ 79-tf
79-tf
Harold Andrews, of Hyannis, and duties as clerk at the First National, thereof. I. Edward C. Payson, in my
is a visitor at the home of Miss
_
capacity os Receiver of the said Rock—My wife Effie Grlgor having I .,F9UR.'roo71 tenement to let. 38
Phillip Andrews, of Brookline. Mas?., „tore after
Leona Williams.
a two weeks vacation at |ind pjatiOnal Bank, and hereto dulv leftNOTICE
my bed and board. I will not be “SLha”‘c ’treet. elect;-tc lights, flush,
authorized, hereby claim a foreclosure responsible for any debts she may Incur
Mrs. Frederick J. Randlett and who accompanied the remains cf Fort Williams training school.
W S. KENISTON, 1.6 Main St.
said Mortgage
after this date. July 21. 1936 MICHEAI. Tel. 874-W.________________________ 83-tf
sons. Frank and Richard, who have their father. Walter D Andrews,
Miss Della Everett returned Wed of Dated
at
Rockland.
Maine,
this
GRIGOR.
88*90 ,
UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY
For rent
been spending three weeks with her here for burial, have returned home nesday to Waltham. Mass, having twenty-first day of July. 1935
INSPIRATIONAL READING Construe4en^rlnce# to,
Landing. Store
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Alden G. Mer Their mother, who also came, is re visited her sister Mrs. Maynard C.
EDWARD C. PAYSON,
tlve.
.Helpful.
(1®
questions
answerfat.
'
lunches,
light
groceries.
Receiver of The Rockland National
rifield. returned to East Milton. maining with Capt. and Mrs. James Ingraham for several days.
Bank.
88-Th-94 23c and Stamp. GEOROE A. JONES. P°8t cards' souvenirs and business of
Mass., yesterday, accompanied by E. Creighton, for a time.
A meeting of directors of the Car
Bluehill Falls. Maine. Prompt reply.
I that nature. Attractive apartment on
88*lt I second floor. Will be rented separately
her mother. With Mr. Randlett,
nival-Regatta is called for Friday at
----------------------------------------------------------- - or together. ROBERT U. COLLINS. Real
they will go to Point Independence,
7.30 at the Ballard Business School.
, LADJEb-Reiiaote nair good* at Rock- Estate. 375 Main St.. Tel. 77 Rockland
ROCKPORT
SAVE THIS LIST
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders ,
86-88
Mass., for two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Fuller and son
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
A rehearsal of the H. Wellington
Vaughn
have
returned
to
Portland
DUCKY modern apartment for two to
Miss Beatrice Lane and fyfiss Bar79-tX '
let. 79 —
Summer
St. ----Furnished
Smith Chorus was held in Watts bara Noyes are spending a few days after a visit with Mr. and Mrs. E And You Will Not Have To !
------- —--------- j- ..........
.... - —
-------or un
a i wwt*.
a*
SUITS remodeled, repairing, pressing furnished. Also furnished room for sumhall Monday night. During a brief in Corea as guests of relatives
Maynard Graffam.
Ask
W
hen
Fall
Fairs
Are
SH'Uyji?
m
*
d!
10
new
Y
ork
I
mer
Phone
M3
.
R
87
-89
z-xsix « lieu 1 ail 1 dirs z-\re TAYLOR, corner Main and Summer I---------------------------business meeting Miss Winola
All parents who wish their children
Scribblers' Club will meet Monday
THREE-room furnished apartment to
T
LI 1J
8t>-_______________________________ 77-tf let.
i Richan. of Rockland, resigned as afternoon
to take part in the kiddie parade to
modern improvements, at 19 Willow
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
O
LAWN mowers sharpened-called for
publicity manager and Miss Edna
street.
87*89
held in connection with the Carni 4
Blanche
Ellsworth.
The
Omar
Club
-------and delivered. Prompt service. CRIE
Gregory, also of Rockland, was
FOUR-room tenement, ujwtatrs, elec
will Join them at 5 p m. when a val-Regatta are asked to communi
Commencing Aug. 4, and not end- hardware co. Tei 791. Rockland.
selected to succeed her.
tric
lights,
flush
closet
LAWRENCE
cate with Mrs. Orra Burns.
79-tf
MILLER. 26 Rankin St., Tel. 692-M
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard G. Lineken.' luncheon will be served, after which
Rev. and Mrs. J F. Thurston who ing until Dec. 11, there will be held
' ___________________________________ 79-tf
of Three Rivers. Quebec, are visiting the Omar Club will hold its meeting have been visiting relatives hereand.
Maine
this
year
38
fairs,
the
State
tt
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
FIVE-room apartment to let. Inquire
his mother Mrs. M. K. Lineken, and j with Mrs. Nellie Morton as leader.
I ALICE FULLER. 25 Linden street City.
Miss Muriel Giles has returned to in Rockland, will return today to Agricultural Department announces. ’
sister. Miss Teresa Lineken. Bee:h|
Tel
106-J.________________________ 87-96
Milton
Mill?
N
H
Qf
especial
interest
to
residents
of
'
Rockland to resume her duties at the
woods street.
Maurice Miller, son of Mr. and
‘
wsassssosva
ONE furnished room for light houseThe United Vacation Bible Schiol home of Hon. and Mrs. E. C. Moran Mrs. James H. Miller, has received Knox and np‘fhtX)rin8 counties are
| keeping to let. running water. AMERI
which is being held at the Baptist after a two weeks' vacation with her word that he passed successfully the these dates;
CAN HOUSE. 308 Main street. City
A cottage at Crawford Lake for sale ___________________________________
87*89
Church under the direction of Miss . mother. Mrs. Myra Giles. West street. State board examination for licensed
cheap
A
bargain
for
someone.
Inquire
At
Bangor,
Aug.
24-29.
Rev. John W Hyssong of Newport,
at CRAWFORD LAKE FARM. F.nM
FIVE-room. downstair tenement to let.
Emily MacDonald, of Rockland, will
embalmers.
Union.
86*88
$12 month: cellar, electric lights. 13
At Damariscotta, Aug. 25-27.
hold its final session and demon N. J., has accepted the unanimous
Everett Pitts will arrive Saturday j
FIVE-room cottage for sale at Dyna Maverick street___________________ 87*89
At Waterville, Sept. 1-4.
stration Friday at 7:39 in th? church call extended him by the Rockport I from Framingham. Mass., to join
mite
Beach,
fireplace,
partly
furnished,
THREE-room furnished apartment to
auditorium. Parents and friends of and West Rockport churches and will Mrs. Pitts and daughter Josephine
At South Windsor, Sept. 5-7.
running spring water. 105 ft., frontage , let over A&P Lafayette Square. $4 week.
. —.... SIMMONS ...
.. .
|
3
antl path unfurnished $3 50
the children are invited to attend arrive, with Mrs. Hyssong and two
LORENA
Waldoboro.
Tel
At Bluehill, Sept. 7-9.
over the weekend.
87*89 j week MIKE ARMATA.
73-tf
Mrs. William Murray and children
At Lewiston. Sept. 7-12.
, ______________ __________________ .or
returned Tuesday from Criehaven
Head Island for sale Tel Rockland j hire at anytime for sailing or fishing
At Monroe, Sept. 11-12.
853-13, or Inquire R. B. SPEAR, Spruce call FLYES OARAGE.
73-tf
where they visited her aunt. Mrs
R*ad
82-tf
At
Unity
Sept.
15-16.
Ralph Wilson. They were accompan-1
FOUR-room apartment to let. all
WELL-furnished house to let onn I nwdern. Apply at CAMDEN & ROCKAt Lincolnville Cnter. Sept. 25.
ied by Misses Leoline Wilson and
Spruce Head, suitable for summer cot - LAND
AND ---------------WATER CO----. Tel 634
68-tf
Carolee Wilson who will visit here for
At Union. Sept. 29-Oct. 1.
tage. sleeping accommodations for six, I
SMALL apartment now available.
chree weeks, being joined the first 01
5
minute
walk
to
beach
Firewood,
rent
At Topsham, Oct. 13-15.
reasonable Tel Rockland 853-13, or in MRS. A. H. JONES. 5 Talbot Ave. Tel.
August by their parents, Mr. and
72-tf
quire R B UPEAR, Spruce Head. Me.
1 576
Mrs. Ralph Wilson.
82-tf
APARTMENT to let modern ln every
Maine motorists paid $3 269,770 last
Miss Solveig Heistad has returned
way. fine location. PHIL 6ULIDES Tel.
J 276-M. city.___________________
79-tf
from a visit at the home of Mr. and year for motor vehicle registration
APARTMENT to let completely re
Mrs. John Henning in Portland.
and other fees on thc 181.165 trucks,
decorated
with
bath,
heater,
garage
and
Mrs. Mervyn Bird and two children
NOTICE TO SAVINGS
garden space. 12 Knox St., Tel. 156-W.
of Belfast are spending the week rars, and busses registered in the
___________________________________ 79-tf
with her mother, Mrs. Minnie Piper state. Maine is thirty-fifth among
HOUSE to let, modern, centrally lo
DEPOSITORS
Mr. and Mrs. Bird with Mrs. Piper. the states in number of vehicles reg
cated: also 3-room furnished apartment,
heated: 4-room apartment on Camden
| Mr. and Mrs. Burton Stevenson Jr. istered.
in
the
twenty-seventh
in
the
: street. MRS FROST. Tel 318-W 79-tf
and children and Mrs Nellie Bird of
I TWO apartments to let at corner or
! Rockland motored Sunday to Win- amount of fees paid.'
KNOX COUNTY TRUST Union and Grove Sts. Very reasonable.
1 throp to visit their older son. Gilbert.
MRS LEOLA ROSE. 100 Union St 79-tf
I enrolled at the Y.M.C.A. Camp.
COMPANY

THOMASTON

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY AT THE PARK

. LOST AND FOUND <

Get your copy of the A&P Menu Sheet.
It's Free. Ask the manager for a copy.
FRUIT SALAD DEL
DOGGIE D8HHER

MONTE

17c

can

1

23
A>«9C

CANS

43c

SALAD A TEA red label
CODflSH
COBTONS
READY-TO-FRY

10 oz
CANS

-

MAKES ENAMEL AND

BAB-0
PORCELAIN GLEAM
CAN 10c
ROHS 17<
STATLER toilet PAPER
MARSHMALLOW FLUFF
19c
BkILLO
HAND SCOURING i PADS
2 tf>KGS 15e
CRISCO
SHCXTENING
™19c 3TINLB 55c

s&S

WANTED

•8 OZ

CORN FLAKES SUNNYFIELD 3 PKGS 17c
BAKED BEANS BCKTON^YLE 22cansz29«
8 OZ
JAR 10<
2 LB •) C
JAR Z5C
3 OZ
BOTS 25c
M PINT .
BOT 25c
20 OZ

ANN

PEANUT BUTTER PACE
PEANUT BUTTER SULTAMA
2
ENCORE OLIVE OIL
ENCORE OLIVE OIL
APPLE SAUCE ANN PACE 2
HF1NZ - EXCEPT CONSOMME
CLAM CHOWDER - GUMBO

SOUPS
HE^NZ CUCUMBER PICKLES
N. B. C. PREMIUM FLAKES

15c

can?

c

16 OZ^
•CANS
■•CANS
24 OZ
BOT 19c
1 LB
PKG 17c
10 OZ
PKG 10c

2

FORCE

■

FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES

TOMATOES « 2

19

2 F0R

LETTUCE
SOLID HEAOS
CUCUMBERS
native
LEMONS
HONEY DEW MELONS

19c
2 f°R 9c
6 f°r 23c
«Ch 25c

Swedish Sii/ls
16 OZ
LOAF

RYE BREAD
SPECIAL FOR THIS WEEK
POPULAR BRANDS

Cigarettes

OILL

carton

$1.20

Pickles

YUKON-SPARKLING WATER OR (CONT )

QUART JAR

Ginger Ale 12 bots 59c

Powder

GRAHAM

SPARKLE—EXCEPT COFFEE

Crackers

10c

1 LB PKG

17c

A&P NAPTHA

2

Dessert

SODA

6

25c

pkgs

pkgs

25c

SPARKLE ICE CREAM

Crackers

10c

1 LB PKG

Catsup

6 pkgs 25c

Powder

PACKER’S LABEL

STALEY’S

14 OZ BOT

10c

Cube Starch

N. B. C.

2pkgs19c

N B. C.

Susans

Ritz

LB 17c

2 LB PKG”

19c

27c

FACE RUMP ROAST
CHUCK ROAST BONELESS
LAMB FORES

25c

t» 17c

THICK RIB CORNED BEEF * 23c
BRISKET CORNED BEEF
27c
BOLOGNA,
FRANKFORTS,
MINCED HAM,
LOAF,

lb
lb
lb
lb

21c
19c
21c
27c

Ji&h
Fish Sticks,
Halibut,

2 lbs 25c
lb 27c

SumiTlPr LottaUCS
vuuujvs !

i

CAMDEN

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STBT. CO.
Service To: Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington, Isle Au Haut.
Swan's Island and Frenchboro
(Subject to Change Without Notice)

(Eastern Standard Time)
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
Effective June JOth to September 15th Inclusive
Read Down
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
cept Sunday Only
n ut Sunday Only
A.M. P.M. P.M.
A.M. P.M. A.M.
Ar. 11.45 7.00 5.39
<30 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 10.55 6.00 4.50
5.111 S.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
Ar. 9.50 5.00 3.49
6.5U 4.40 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON,
Lv. 8.45
2.30
L5U
ILK Ar. SH AN'S ISLAND,
KeadUp

7

VINALHAVEN LINE—STEAMER TV. S. WHITE
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
cept Sundav Only
cept Sunday Only
A.M. P.M. A.M.
A.M. P.M. P.M.
5.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 9.45 5.30 5.43
6.15 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINALHAVEN,
Lv. 8.30 4.15 4.30

16 OUNCE LOAF.,

Specially Priced This Week Only

V. F. STUDLEY’S
ALL TIME LOW PRICES
I have doubled the stock and cut the price on everything in the
store. It will pav you to get our prices before you purchase. Low
prices are here to stay.
Very low price on Studio Couches, 20 samples on the floor for
choice. Everything is marked in plain figures as low as they can
be sold. Each sal ■ means more.

V. F. STUDLEY
283 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 1154
87-89

;
TO LET
!$*********«.***«•

' J MISCELLANEOUS

A

SMOOTH, tasty loaf of unusual flavor.

Baked in our own big daylight bak

eries by expert bakers. Delivered fresh
each day to your nearby A&P Food Store.

&P FOOD STORE

The weekly meeting of the Cam
den-Rockport Lions Club was held
Tuesday night at Wadsworth Inn.
Following the banquet, plans were
made for the joint meeting at the
Bangor House Tuesday, in honor of
the international present and the
new di'tri'' governor George W.
Dyer. Rev. William E. Berger, presi
dent of the local Club, was the speak
er and his subject was. "Financial
Budgeting."
Mrs. J. O. Lauterjung of Mineola.
N. Y.. is at Lake Megunticook for the
summer.
John P. Leach has returned from
Cleveland where he attended the
Townsend National convention.
Mrs. Horace Colburn and daugh■ ter of Newton. Mass., are guests of
1 her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Herrick.
The Rotary Club inter-city meet| ing which was to have been held at
j the Camden Yacht Club last night,
I has been postponed.
| Capt. Ros?oe Gray and son Wilbert
have returned to Dark Harbor after
spending several weeks in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Christen Christensen
I of New York and J. R. Butler of
Philadelphia are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank H. Wilbur.
Otis Cole has bought from Joseph
; Talbot the Sandwich Shoppe on
j Main street.
Walter Thurston and Charles
Conary of Brassua Lake are visiting
relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Roundy and
Mrs. Flora Harris have returned from
a motor trip to Canada. Mr. and Mrs.
Roundy have resumed residence in
Boston.
Joseph Wilson who Is employed on
the ManVille yafcht, anchored this
week at Stockton visited relatives
here recently.

SEMI-ANNUAL
SALE OF

WALKOVER
LADIES’ SHOES
STARTS TOMORROW

FRIDAY, JULY 24
FOR ONE WEEK

ROCKLAND, ME.

The provisions of Section 48.
Chapter 57, Banking Laws of
Maine, require the State Banking
Department to verify pass books of
depositors in savings hanks and
savings depositors in trust com
panies at least once every three
years. The regular verification at
the above named institution is now
being made by the State Banking
Department, and, for the sole pur
pose of correcting errors or omis
sions you are requested to bring
your book, or send, by mail. TO
THE BANK promptly. Verifica
tion closes July 11, 1936.
THOMAS A. COOPER.
Bank Commissioner.
Augusta, Me., July 20, 1936.
87.8890.91

;

REAL ESTATE

♦

MODERN seven room house and
garage. Lot 63x80 feet. Excellent loca
tion. at 19 Franklin street. Tel. 186-R
for Information.
____________ 47*tf
HOUSE at 90 Mechanic St. for sale, or
to let. R. K SNOW.
82-tf
SPECIAL for sale: 70 farms, 50 city
and village homes. 23 cottages, many
stores; land by lot or acre: cash or small
payment down. V. F. BTUDLEY. Tel.
1154 or 330.
79-tf
LARGE farm for sale, plenty wood and
water. Oood buildings, also farming
tools. ERNEST TOLMAN, West Rock
port. Me.__________________________86*91
LOT. 100x100. with concrete founda
tion. all ready to build on. 25x27 Call
J. W. KIRK. Owls Head, Tel. 722-12.
77*88
AT Public Landing, for sale or to let.
about acre of wharfage and space and
Including former Curtiss Wright build
ing and railway, I. L. SNOW CO.. Agents.
67-81-tf

ST. GEORGE ROAD

Get Your Size Early at These
Low Prices

$3.95, $4.95, $5.95
McLain Shoe Store
A GOOD PLAt E TO BUY GOOD
FOOTWEAR
MAIN ST.,
NEAR LIMEROCK

There will be a meeting at the
Finnish Congregational Church to(night. Thursdaq, aot 7. Refresh
ments will be served and Pastor F.
Fredrickson of New York will speak
in English.
A picnic will be Held Sunday at the
home of Mrs. Matilda Pikkarainen at
East Friendship at 11 a. m„ with a
meeting at 1 o'clock. In the evening
at the church the young people’s
meeting will be at 7.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Harjula and
children of Quincy. Mass., were re
cent guests of Mr. Harjula's mother.
Mrs. Ida Harjula.

LUsecI Furniture

4|

UeapwactamI

A motorist, on holiday in Ireland,
was driving through Galway when he
found himself lost. He stopped the
car and called to a villager farther
down the road.
“Can you tell me the way to Ballinasloe?" he asked.
The Irishman scratched his head.
"Sure, yer honor, you go down the
road about ten miles, and then turn
to the right—.” Here he stopped and
thought again. “No, you go back thc
way you've come and turn to the
left—." Again he stopped. Then, with
a sudden burst of confidence, he
added:
“Begorrah, if Oi was going to Balllnasloe Oi wouldn’t start from here,”

®SOC* ETY
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Every-Other-Day

STONINGTON

VESPER A. LEACH SPECIALTY STORE

Mr. and Mrs. Chauncey Stinson of
Portland were guests Sunday of Mr.
ar.d Mrs. Janies Rcbbins.
Mrs. Ida Maxey of Rockland is
visiting her 6ister, Mrs. John H.
Simpson.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Bythrow and
grandson of Boston have been pass
ing a few days with Mrs. Carrie
Hutchinson.
Mrs. Johrt Blaine was called to
Eastport this week by the death of

THE SILHOUETTE RAIN CAPE
WITH HOOD

At Mrs. E. M. Lawrence’s home,
“Rose Cliff" on Beech street, the
It’s Feather-lite of Transparent, Fast Color Pliofilm'''
next Educational Club picnic will
take place July 31 from 2 to 8.30.
O A New, transparent odorless rubber fabric
Box lunch and coffee will be served
(!) Feather-lite in weight—2'i ounces
at 6. Speakers have been engaged
for the afternoon and evening
(. Positively waterproof—and very cool
her sister.
sessions, their talks to be interspersed
l.J Smart hood affords perfect protection to hat
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Tommisillo
with general discussions, the drive
o Easily folded for carrying in self-envelope in handbag
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Jason
report for new and renewal member
Gross.
ships and various reports. Several
7) Fashionable hood may be worn up or dawn
George (B. Ncyes was a delegate to
members have nearly qualified as
u, Smartly styll-d—fine fitting, and flattering to
the Lions International Convention
A Tenant’s Harbor correspondent additional key women.
women of all ages
’Covered by U. S. Patents
notes that the present guest list of
at (Providence recently.
Mr. and Mrs. John Dunton and
Major and Mrs. Talbot Aldrich at I Members of Lady Knox Chapter.
SMART
PRACTICAL
EVER HANDY
The Crags includes Prof. Ralph Bar D A.R. of Rockland are asked to wear
daughter Nancy Loe are at their cot
ton Perry,, whose recent book on the colonial sostumes and act as host
tage for the summer.
Children’s, 79c.
Women’s $1.00
Late William James won the Pulitzer esses at the Montpelier celebration
Mrs. Dcrothy Fifield visited friends
Prize; Mr. and Mrs. Henry Montague, Saturday.
at Oceanville Saturday.
Look out for that word “rest” . . .
of Boston; and Mrs. David Little,
Jchn W. puffy, who has been em
for these outfits weren’t made for
wife of Dr. Little of Cambridge and a
ployed at the quarry here, has re
George
C.
Houston
of
Wilmington,
sitting
around
in
a
hammock.
sister of Mrs. Aldrich. The Crags'
turned to Bluehill.
The July meeting of the Scribblers'
Mrs. Arthur J. Holt, 94 Rankin
recent visitors. Rev. Dr. Park, pastor Del., arrived Saturday to spend two Club will be held Monday with, Mrs. street, will be hostess at a lawn party
Among those from Isle au Haut at
They were designed for going
weeks
with
his
family
at
Pleasant
of the First Unitarian Church of Bos
tending the movies here reccnty were
Blanche Ellsworth in Rockport. Mrs. at 7 o'clock tonight for the Christian places . . . meeting new faces . . .
Beach.
ton, and Mrs. Park, have closed their
Charles Turner, Prof. W. P. Turner,
Irene Moran is program leader and Endeavor Young People's Society of
stay with a yachting trip to Monhe
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest MacDonald. Mr.
will have for her subject the life and . the First Baptist Church. Members listening to new conversations , , ,
The Shakespeare Society recently works of jtot,ert p Tristram Coffin,
gan that will long remain ln their
killing the moths of monotony and
and Mrs. Herman Coombs, Marge
are asked to take box lunch
memory. Meantime Mrs. Aldrich is held apicnic, the 31 members and i Memt,ers
of the Scribblers'Club are
air-conditioning your body, brain Colby, Elizabeth Rich. Doris Barter,
making a hasty trip to Boston to at- guests dining at "Trail's End," Ash invited to remain for the evening
May Burns, Mr. and Mrs. William
Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Barney of and viewpoint.
tend a meeting of the Scholarship' Point Following luncheon they ad- meeting of the Omar Club.
Robinson, daughter Priscilla, George
Portland were weekend guests of Mr
Club of Bryn Mawr. of which college | journed to the home of Mrs. Mabel
Coombs, Carroll Chapin and Harold
and Mrs. H. B. Fales, Camden street. You pick the place . . . we'll put
she is a director.
j Edwards where they spent a delight Miss M. Barbara Murray left last j
you in the right clothes and quote
Turner.
-------■ ful afternoon.
Mrs. Margaret Anderson has re
Friday for Camp Pesquassawassis! Mrs. Frank Fields and Mrs. E. W. prices that will put you in a good
turned
from a visit with her daugh
Other Harbor vacation notes in
Barbara Bartlett and Marion Bart where she will stay the remainder Freeman were prizewinners at bridge
humor.
! Tuesday night when Chummy Club
ter at Oceartville.
clude Prof Allen Foley of Dartmouth, lett are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Cleo of the season.
| Mrs. Arthur Barter of Roslindale,
who is visiting for a few days at the Bartlett at West Washington.
------’ was entertained by Mrs. Flora Fern, Mr. and Mrs. Edward F. Hellier I aid.
summer home of his parents at El
Mass., lias been passing a few days
Tropical
Worsted
Su
’
ts
------more; also that Lawrence Horton of
with friends here.
Miss Eleanor Griffith is at the have as a guest at their Crescent I
Ponkapog, Mass., is expected soon to Shepherd Place in Rockport for a Beach cottage for a fortnight their i Miss Mary Stockbridge has reMr. and Mrs. Hiram Robbins was
$16.50
daughter, Miss Alice Hellier, home turned from a visit in Attleboro,
join his family who are making the fortnight’s stay.
called home from North Haven this
from Augusta.
Mass.
usual summer stay at their Elmore
week by the illness of his mother.
Linen Suits
cottage, to which notable improve
Cecil Pert and family of Portland
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. C. M Richardson and grandments have just been made.
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
George Sherman were Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Stewart who
$10.00 to $15.00
Lyman Stinson.
------' Herbert Inman of Providence, Mis.s made a short visit with Mr. Stew- daughter Carol Ann Wolcott are
Mir. and Mrs. Harold Smith of , Hulda Ames of Lincolnville, Edgar art's parents. Mr. and Mrs. George visiting in Waterville.
The medicine show which was in
Manchester. N. H. were guests of Dr. I Ames of Boston. Mrs. Mary Moore of T. Stewart, have returned to Cleve
town the past week, has moved to
Sport Shirts, $1.00
and Mrs. B E. Flanders Monday. 1 Warren, Miss Clenie Jewett of Bos- land, Ohio.
Machias. Millard Anderson, cowboy
Miss Alice Colber of Trenton. N. J
-------| ton. Charles Fowlc of Appleton and
singer and yodeller of this place, will
and Owl's Head, entertained last
Flannel
Slacks
Mrs, Pauline Schofield and chil- 1 Albert Burpee of this city,
Miss Ruth Thomas leaves this w’eek night at a steak fry. Guests were
travel with them until September.
dren are guests of Mrs. Schofield's !
-------for a fortnight's stay at Camp Wy- Francis Scott of Atlantic City. Henry
Misses Doris and Vera Bagley are
$3.00
to
$7.00
mother, Mrs. A. U. Patterson, at I Carroll M Wixson and family tonda at Mt. Vernon. Miss Barbara McGrath of Boston. Allan J. Russell
guests of Miss Edith MacDonald.
Vinalhaven.
’ have returned from a visit with Mr. | Soule is also registered there.
Miss Annie Judkins is employed at
of Trenton, N. J., and Miss Marion
Jantzen Swim Suits
Wixson’s parents in Winslow.
Sunset.
C. Giles of Atlanta. Ga.
Mr. and Mrs. William Griffin. Mrs.
Forrest Bridges of Norwood. R. I.,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McGuire are
$4.95 to $6.95
Margaret Rackliffe and daughter | Mrs. John A. Black is home from accompanied by two friends, is visit
receiving congratulations on the birth
Members of T.&E. Club had lunch
Virginia visited the Watts farm in j a visit in Boston.
ing relatives in Rockland and Cam eon at Rockledge Inn. Spruce Head
July 11 of a daughter—Margaret Ann.
St. George Sunday.
i '
-------den.
Miss Carrie L. Small died in Blue
Jantzen Swim Trunks
Wednesday.
The afternoon was
—»—
| The Rockland Garden Club was
hill July 12 at ithe age of 77. Inter
spent at the Nelson and Perry cot
Mrs. E. E Marston of Portland was ! entertained at Garthgannon Lodge
Mrs. George B. Arnold and Mrs. tages.
ment was at Manset Warren ceme
$2.95 to $4.95
the guest of Rockland relatives Mon- j Tuesday afternoon. The business I olive L. Griffith of Providence are
tery.
day.
meeting and program were omitted house guests of Mrs. Grace L. Keller,
Esther Oliver has bought the Lizze
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Christofferson
Sport
Coats
and the time spent in viewing the Elm street.
Pressey house.
and Mr. and Mrs. E. Kenneth Mills
The Arts and Crafts meeting which beautiful gardens and partaking of a
Mrs. Horace Haskell and daughter
were at Idlewild cottage, Pleasant
$8.50 to $12.50
was postponed this week will be held delicious luncheon. The flowers were
Thirty-four members of the Lind Beach over the weekend.
Margaret have returned from Boston.
next Monday at 7 o’clock at the indeed beautiful, the delphiniurA be- sey and Crockett families had picnic
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stoddard and
What-Not shop.
ing lovely against a background of | dinner and supper with Mrs. C. E.
son Bobby of Deer Isle visited Friday
Louis Johnson and family of Long
evergreen trees which were every- | Johnson at her Ash Point cottage, Island. N. Y. are vacationing at
with Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Colby.
Miss Louise Anderson has returned where evident. The long winding! Sunday. Allan C. Lindsey of Hol- Pleasant Beach.
to New York to resume training at drive to the lodge lined with spruces j brook, Mass,, who was here on a visit
Steamer North Haven, for Sunday,
the Mount Sinai Hospital after on either side, the branches reaching j to his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
The E.F.A. Club was entertained
July 26 cnly, will leave Rockland
spending three weeks' vacation with to the ground, was beautiful to be- Lindsey, Brewster street, after an Wednesday
________ _ by Mrs. F L. Newbert at
earlier than her usual sailing time,
her parents Mr. and Mrs. Anders, hold. An oblong pool filled witn absence of several years, was the I picnic dinner and bridge at her cot
leaving for North Haven. Stonington
Anderson, Talbot avenue.
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
pond lilies was a new and interest guest of honor. He was accompan- ! tage in Rockville. High scores went
and Swan's Island at 6.30 a. m
ing addition to the garden. Another panied by his wife, sons Allan. Jr., to Mrs. L. F. Chase, Mrs. Orrin
Steamer W. S. White will leave at her
Mrs. Karl O'Brien and daughter interesting feature was a group of I Ralph. Arnold and Charles, a 2-year Smith, Mrs. H. W. Thorndike and
usual Sunday hour. 9 a. m. for Vinal
Betty are spending a few days at the evergreen trees one planted each j old granddaughter Isabel Smith and Mrs. Fred Collamore.
haven. All excursion Sunday sailings
year
the
tallest
in
the
center
tapering
i
Robert
Welch,
Boody cottage, Crescent Beach.
EVA HELEN BRACKETT
for both steamers hereafter at 9 a. m.
down, giving a very artistic look. (
■
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Hutchins who
—
Th-S
Gladioli
of
vivid
red
were
used
for
I
Miss
Martha
Wasgatt
of
White
have been guests at the Woolley cot
Miss Anne Povich entertained at
Eva H„ wife of Albert H. Bracket;,
the home of Mrs. Joseph Dondis inside decorations and lent a brilliant Plains. N. Y. and Miss Cynthia Was- tage. Pleasant Beach have returned
WALDOBORO
45eech street Tuesday night in honor color to the rooms. The pleasant aft- ; gatt who attends the Yale School of to their home in Mt. Vernon, N. Y died July 14 after a short illness.
She was born in Rockland July 9.
ot Miss Katherine Crowley and Miss etnoon spent and the genial hospi Nursing, are vacationing at their cot
1866.
daughter
of
William
and
Sarah
Chester
L.
Black
and
family
have
Ethel Smalley, home from Washing tality of Miss Cooley and Dr. Far tage at Crawford Pond.
Charles Greenlaw and Jesse
returned from their vacation motor Melvin. She was a life-long resident Havener have opened a fish market
ton, D. C. Her other guests were Mrs. rington will be long remembered by
of
this
city,
and
was
married
Aug.
Miss Martha Seavey, who has been trip into Canada.
George Davis, Mrs. Mary Avery and everyone present.
Winthrop.
5 1889 Although invalided for many inDr.
guest for a few days of Mr. and Mrs
Miss (Annette Segal, Who Were winners,
and Mrs. Carl Burdick have re
years
she
had
been
a
faithful
com

Mrs.
Dion
E.
Woolley,
Mrs.
Anita
Mr. and Mrs. Percy G. Merrifield Willard Sewall in Brunswick motored
in the order named, of the bridge
turned to New York.
municant
of
St.
Peter's
Church
and
and daughter Nathalie are at the home Saturday with Mr. and Mrs. Spear and Frederick Hufnagel. who
Meenahga Grange held a lawn
prizes. Supper was served.
have been spending several weeks had presided over her family with party Wednesday night on Harlow
Cross cottage, Cooper’s Beach, for Lester Plummer,
love
and
faithfulness.
at Pleasant Beach, have returned to
Genthner's grounds at West Waldo
I
Mrs. Fred A. Parker of North three weeks.
She is survived by her husband, boro. Ice cream, cake, candy and
Cambridge. Mass., accompanied by
Mrs. George McRae of Payson. Ill., Mt. Vernon. N. Y. They visited Mrs.
three
sons
George
W.,
and
Ralph
E.,
aprons were on sale and beano was
Miss Dorothy Coombs of North Cam
Anna, youngest daughter of Mr.! ar>d Mrs. F. J. Banners of Brooklyn Roberta Paul ln Rangeley.
of Rockland and Perley A., of Pea enjoyed.
bridge, is occupying her cottage , and Mrs. James J. Splaine of Suffolk arrived Wednesday to be guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Chaples are body, Mass., and four grandchildren
Dewey Piyj r, who has employ
at Cooper's Beach. She will be joined I street celebrated her sixth birthday their father, Henry R. Huntley, and
The burial office was said at St. ment at West Wilmington is at home.
recovering from a severe attack of
by her husband next week.
Thursday, by entertaining a group other relatives.
tonsilitis. Their daughter. Beverly Peter's Church Friday afternoon in
Mrs. Sarah Wood of Chicago is
of happy youngsters at her home.
------the presence cf many friends and visiting Mr. and Mrs. James Wood.
George Coombs of Isle au Haut Games furnished the entertainment! Mlss N5rma Seavey who has been Ann. who has been visiting her aunt. relatives.
Louis Burns of Boston is passing a
Mrs. Kathleen Condon, is very ill
was a guest yesterday of his brother, for the afternoon with Barbara Kos- visiting Mr. and Mrs. Lee Seguin at with
Interment was at Achorn cemetery. vacation with his mother, Mrs. Fan
bronchitis, necessitating her
ter winning the prize for croquet Bloomfield, N. J., has returned home,
Leroy Coombs.
nie Bumes.
Several snapshots of the group were i staying overnight in Saugus. Mass., mother's attention at Mrs. Condon's
The Vacation Bible School is be
NORTH HAVEN
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Reed, home.
The scenic beauties of picturesque taken by Mrs. Splaine during the !
ing held this w’eek at the Methodist
Gaspe Peninsula have gained two party. Following the games, ad-)
Members of the Ralph Ulmer Aux
additional enthusiasts in the per journmentiwas then made to the house '■ A delightful afternoon tea arranged
Steamer North Haven, for Sunday,
UJS.W.V. and Winslow-Hol
compliment to Miss Margaret iliary,
sons of Mrs. Emma Dunn of Chest where refreshments were served.
July 28 only, will leave Rockland
brook
Auxiliary.
American
Legion,
nut street and her daughter Ann of The dining room was prettily deco- , Hellier. who in late summer will wed are invited to attend the birthday earlier than her usual sailing time,
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
New York who have Just returned rated in pink and white, and two | John Creighton of Thomaston, was celebration at Montpelier in Thom leaving for North Haven. Stonington
>
from a four-day trip to that region. large lighted birthday cakes adorned given Monday at the home of Mrs. aston.
and Swan's Lsland at 6.30 a. m.
Saturday.
Exercises
begin
at
The beautiful churches and cathe each end of the table. Each guest ' Theodore Bird on Broadway. Mrs.
Steamer W. S. White will leave at ner
drals of that’ mountainous country was presented with a small basket of , Bird and Miss Eleanor Bird presided 9 a. m.
usual Sunday hour, 9 a. m for Vinal
were especially noted, and passing candies and cookies and a balloon, j^ea table w’hich was graced
haven. AU excursion Sunday sailings
□S3H1B3E
HIE
them while mass was being celebrat Guests included: Sabra Perry. Bar-, *’ith silver appointments, white
for both steamers hereafter at 9 a. m.
ed. the tourists were somewhat sur bara Lufkin. Jacquelyn Snow. Bar- candles and a centerpiece of flowers
—Th-9
prised to see but one automobile bara, Lucille and Janice Koster, Lu- 1 accenting pink and blue color notes.1
AT THE SAMOSET
parked—there were countless horsts cille and Joan Rogers, Elaine and The pourers W’ere Miss Katherine
Miss Agnes Whitcomb of Belfast, a
Dog carts are still much in use there. Leone Baum, Baby Lee Oliver and Veazie and Mrs. Frederick Bird of
graduate of the Forsythe Training
During the 1500-mile journey the the hostess’ sister Catherine. Mrs.! Winchester, Maks. The guests wer”
School of Dental Hygienics, is em
speedometer ticked off an average of Splaine was assisted in serving by Mrs. Robert Jewell, Miss Mary Bird,
(By Pauline Ricker)
ployed in the ofllce of Dr. Edward W.
300 miles a day, every rod of which Mrs. Clifford Oliver. A good time Miss Virginia Snow. Miss Alice Hel
Rockland Breakwater—The Samo Peaslee.
u
brought to light new charms in a was had by all and Anna, who proved lier, Mrs. Joseph Doyle, Mrs. Seymour set outdoor pool is the most popular
rugged landscape.
a most charming little hostess, was Cameron. Mrs. Arthur K. Orne of gathering place for the hotel guests
Wilmington. Del., Miss Martha Was and cottagers and there has been
the recipient of many lovely gifts.
gatt of White Plains, N. Y„ and Miss much activity this past week on the
Hammock tops and covers, truck
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Sarah Glover of Charlotte. N. C.
tennis courts.
covers, all canvas work, waterproof
The Ladies Aid Society of Pratt
• • • •
ing of canvas. Rockland Awning C >. Memorial M. E. Church is sponsoring
J. C. Foley of Jersey City gave a
a Biblical drama “The First Com
Tel 1262-W.
87-91
cocktail party in the lounge Monday.
mandment" on Sept. 17-18 in the
His guests included Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Methodist auditorium.
from the
Wentz of Columbus Ohio and the
Agnes Beauty Shop, Syndicate Block
ONE PERFORMANCE ONLY
Misses
Foley
of
Jersey
City.
The
annual
meeting
of
the
Flor

third floor front, room 1. Tel. 66.
• • • •
ace
FRIDAY NIGHT AT 11.30
ence Waugh Danforth Club was held
All forms of beauty culture.
87-88
The Samoset Orchestra, under the
at the Talbot avenue home of Dr. and
of action
direction of Alfred Crayden. gave a
Mrs. William Ellingwood Tuesday.
concert Sunday evening which was
A shore dinner was enjoyed at Rock
writers!
enjoyed by many. Julian Tivin, a
ledge Inn at 1 o'clock. This club
member of the ensemble, gave a
was founded 12 years ago when Mrs.
contrabasso solo.
Danforth was president of the Maine
• • • •
Federation of Women's Club and is
Mrs.
Abbie
Marion
Quick of 420
composed of 15 W’omen from differ
Park avenue registered Monday at
ent sections of Maine who served
the Samoset; also Mr. and Mrs. H.
with her at that time. On account of
C. Bartlett of West Hartford, Conn
the illness of Judge Danforth, Mrs.
Arriving Sunday were Mr. and Mrs.
Danforth w’as unable to be present,
B. Wilmsen of Philadelphia; Mr. and
the first meeting she has ever missed.
Mrs. S. B. Ward of Brooklyn; Mr.
Members and guests present were
and Mrs. Stanley H. Walton of
Mrs. Maybelle Brown of Waterville,
Bloomfield. N. J.
president of the Maine Federation of
• • » •
Women's Clubs; Mrs. Eva Mason of
The juniors gathered in the ball
Dover-Foxcroft, second Vice presi
room Monday evening for a pro
dent M.F.W.C.; Mrs. J. H. Huddilston
gram of stunts and games. Novel
ON
THE
STAGE
of Orono, past president of the M. F.
prizes appropriate to the occasion
W C; Miss Anna Witherle of Castine,
were awarded.
• • • •
past president of the M.F.W.C.; Mrs.
J T. Scolfield of Portland, past
Arrivals Monday inculded Miss
president of the M.F.W.C.; Mrs Mur
Marie L. A. Cramer of New York
AMD MU MIDNIGHT
A short cut to rest and re
ray. Stanley of Cape Elizabeth and
City, Mr. and Mrs. Frank B. McNOW PLAYING
Daytona Beach, Fla . past president
Questen. Mrs. Paul Gring and master
laxation appeals to women in
“SPENDTHRIFT"
of
the
Florida
Federation
of
Wom

Frank
Gring
ali
of
Marblehead.
every walk of life.
with
en's Clubs; Mrs. Emma Moseley of
Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Arthur LaMotte
TCDAY
Portland. Mrs. Clara Sampson of Make Vp a Party For the Spookiest of Wilmongton, Del.. Mrs. Wm. H
HENRY FONDA,
A rest treatment that at the
Dover-Foxcroft, Mrs. George West of
JANE WITHERS
Laird of Baltimore, Walter E. Edge.
PAT PATTERSON
same time Improves the skin
Show You've Ever Seen
Waterville, Prof. J. H. Huddilston of
Jr. of Washington. O. C., Gilbert
in
and renews its freshness.
Orono, J. J. Murphy of Daytona
Cabbie and Arthur Cabbie of Brook“GENTLE JULIA"
ON THE SCREEN
I lyn. Miss Sybil Anderson of the
Beach. Fla., and Dr. and Mrs. Wil
Barbizon
Plaza,
Miss
Gloria
Went

liam Ellingwood.
Thc Creepiest Picture Wc Could
worth of New York, Mr. and Mrs.
Get!
! G. T. Forbush of Philadelphia, and
As long as they last—Aprons at 20
' Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bush of the
cents—80 square prints—tub fast.
Phone 892
Sherry Netherland.
Beautiful floral patterns in assorted
483 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
« • • •
MAT 2, EVE 6:45 & 8:45
styles, smart and practical. Vesper
TEL. 409
PHONE 683-VV
ALL SEATS 40 CENTS
CONT. SAT. 2:15 to 10:45
A large bingo party took place
87-83 A. Leach, Specialty Store, Rockland,
88’lt
Tuesday night,
—adv.

Let the boss supply
the 2 weeks... we’ll
furnish the rest

GREGORY’S

NEWTHRILLS-

COMIQUE

In Person.

A “REST FACIAL”

CLIFFORD

SPDDKPARTY

MABELLE
BEAUTY SHOPPE

MURDER BY TELEVISION’

i
I
I

rztftcnJJAT»ONUA5Y
STRONG ARGH SHOES

9

I

REGULAR ’4a‘S. MODELS

Being sold to rnake room,
for our.Jlpiu FaH St/iei

From July 24th to Aug 2nd, during our Polly Preston
Shoe Sale, we are offering Genuine Rollins Runstop Hosiery
from our regular stork.
$1.15 HOSIERY at....................................................................98
$1X0 HOSIERY at .................................................................... 89
85e HOSIERY at ...................................................................... W
79e HOSIERY, 2 pairs for .................................................................

100

This is an excellent opportunity to fill that Hosiery Club
Card

BLACKINGTON’S
310 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND
88-93

Church. It will close with a concert j other days will be shown by that
and exhibit in the church auditorium committee. Members are requested
to take heirlooms with either written
Friday at 7:30.
The ladies of the Baptist Church or verbal information as to details.
will hold a rummage and food sale , Zara, palmist, and Tyra, card reader,
on the church lawn next Thursday 1 will be present to foretell destinies,
surprises for all at the end of the
afternoon.
Mrs. Frederick A. Brummitt and rainbow'.
F. A. Matthews of Exeter. N. H„ are'] Chairman of committees are:
at the Matthews camp, Martin's Food table, Mfs. Ida C. Stahl; pro
gram. Mrs. Louise Miller, candy. Mrs.
Point.
Gladys Grant: cards, Mrs. Ina
Smith; beano. Mrs. Rena Crowell;
Lawn Party Tc Have Novelties
cold drinks, Mrs. Anne BurnhelmeT;
Preparations for the lawn party to fortunes, Mrs. iNan Weston; ice
be given on Gay lawn for the bene cream. Miss Frances Achorn; sand
fit of local charities nnd Lincoln 1 wiches and coffee: Mrs. Neva Red
Home arc going rapidly forward. man; rainbow, Mrs. Save Weston;
Many novelties will be introduced In bouquets, Mrs. Marion Miller; white
addition to the usual sales and a elephant. Mrs. Lottie Lovell; heir
musical program with orchestra and loom exhibit, Mrs. Dora Yorke;
soloists will be featured in the eve vegetable booth, Mrs. Louise Jackning.
son.
The Heirloom Exhilit will be held
If stormy, the affair will be given
in the afternoon when treasures of i Friday afternoon and evening

GENUINE SPRING

LAMB LEGS, 4 to 6 Ib average .... Ib 25c
NATIVE ROASTING

CHICKENS, 4 to 5 Ib average........ Ib 36c
SHORT SHANK LEAN

SMOKED SHOULDERS, 4-6 Ib ave, lb 22c
SWIFT’S CLOVER

BACON, sliced.......... . 1-2 Ib pkg 16c
CENTER CUT

PORK CHOPS, eastern.............. Ib 29c
BONELESS FIVE RIB

Beef Roast,

P.IB TENDER

Ib 23c Laiiib Chops, Ib 27c

LEAN STEWING

Beef,

KIDNEY

lb 19c Lamb Chops, Ib 39c

BONELESS LEAN

Pot Roast,

SWIFT'S

Ib 21c Pure Lard, 2 ibs 27c

BONELESS LEAN

FRESH GROUND, LEAN

Chuck Roast, Ib 21c Hamburg,

Ib 19c

FRESH FRUIT A?ID VEGETABLES
Ripe Tomatoes, ?. Ibs 17c
Crisp Cukes,
6 for 25c
String Beans,
2 qts 15c
Spinach,
pk 21c
Native Beets, 2 bch 13c
Onicns,
4 Ibs 19c

Native Cauliflower lb 13c
Bananas,
4 lbs 25c
Carrots,
2 bchs 13c
Native Lettuce, 2 hds 17c
Cantaloupes,
2 for 25c
Ccoking Apples, 5 lb 25c

GLENDENNING’S MARKET
Telephone

993

We

Deliver
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Every-Other-Day

FORCED OUT OF BUSINESS!
MUST VACATE--J. J. NEWBERRY MUST HAVE SPACE

ENTIRE STOCK MUST BE SOLD auiTS!
FIXTURES FOR SALE0

AT UNHEARD-OF PRICES FOR
STORE-WIDE CLEARANCE

DRESSES

HATS

Up to $10.75

Values to $2.98

NOW—

TO GO AT—

$2.98

491

A LOT OF

SWEATERS

VELVET

Marked Below Cost

.........................

AS LOW AS

BLOUSES

QUEEN MAKE

MISSES’

COTTON DRESSES

EVENING GOWNS

TO BE SOLD AT

Values $7.50 to $10.50
TO GO AT—

Up To $2.98

QUICK DISPOSAL
PRICES

J1.39

LINEN AND GABARDINE

MISSES’

SUITS

WOOL SKIRTS

*2.98and *4.69

98*

EVERYTHING MUST GO

MISSES’

AND SHORTS
Drastically Reduced

SALE STARTS
FRIDAY, JULY 24
At 9.00 A. M.

50O COTTON

NEXT DOOR TO
J. J. NEWBERRY’S

SILK DRESSES

TO GO AT—

STREET DRESSES
To Go At

*3.69

69*

Values Up To $10.50

BON TON DRESS SHOPPE
364 MAIN STREET

300 WOMEN'S

COATS

S3 BREflTEST MONEY-SAVING EVENT IN YEARS

Lack of Space Enables Us To Mention
But Ftw cf These Marvelous Values, Nev
er Again To Be Equalled At These Ex
ceedingly Low Prices!

You Cannot Afford To Pass I p the

WHITE WOOL

REGARDLESS OF FORMER PRICES

BATH ROBES
AND PAJAMAS
All To Go

$1.98 Value
NOW—

. $2.98 Value. NOW-

SLACKS

EVENING GOWNS

SPRING COATS

After five years of successful business as
one of Rockland’s leading ladies’ wearing
apparel stores, closes out its entire stock
of merchandise to the public at Give Away
Prices for quick disposal.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

In New Prints and Pastels

One and Two-Piece

FALL COATS

AS LOW AS .................

No Exchanges

No Refunds

No Charge Accounts
All Sales Final

fcP. t

&
still to be remembered by some of in Hillsboro. N H. For many years lie
THE SEVEN MASTS
| our oldest citizens. Styles of the was the principal mason in Warren,
I ships ranged from sloops, barks and those houses are made brick
A Correspondent Tells Us
brigs, schooners, brigantines, and burnt in Warren. Mr. Lincoln died
How the Lawson s Captain
» |
the size from 26 tons to 1.127 tons. in 1853.
•
•
•
•
Named Them
| Over a period of 97 years, that ls I
This does not by any means give
j from 1770 to 1867. 292 vessels were
Melrose, Mass., July 20
all the historic spots of Warren, but
; built in Warren.
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:—
the
writer
has
tried
to
give
some
of
It is said that Warren built ships
the outstanding ones. It ls a
I
have
just
finished reading your
’
went
all
over
the
world.
The
vessels
The Court of Common Pleas, He and his son William also made
fascinating study to say the least,
article about the Thomas W. Lawson
formerly located at Waldoboro, be large quantities of copper spikes, were taken to Thomaston to be
delving into historic Warren. It
fore Knox County was set aside, was and other fastenings for the ship rigged many of the largest floated i
and it interested me very much as
somehow brings clearer to mind what |
down
the
river
with
the
greatest
|
temoved to Warren through the in builders. He made several trips to
I saw her launched and was aboard
our ancestors accomplished in this
fluence of a Mr. Wilde, who was then England with his wares, it being said difficulty, it being necessary to lash
of her many times. She was com
town,
and
also
make
their
personali|
representing the town in General that at one time he sailed for Liver empty barrels to them to buoy them
ties
more
vivid.
manded by Capt. Oeorge W. Daw of
Court. The first Court was held here pool with $2000 worth of such ob- up. Then a crew of boys with ropes
—By Alena L. Starrett
Melrose. Mass. at the time of her
walked
along
shore
pulling
them
in Nov. 1799. The Courts were held jects for sale. Incidentally two of his
loss, and carried a crew of 19 men.
here once a year, until 1847 when 1 brass candle sticks will be on exhibi- along- s c Coburn remembers well
RECORD SPENDING
the half shore towns were given up, tlon at the antique exhibit at Town that as a boy of perhaps 14^ he helped
I have visited Capt Dow at his home
with drawing a boat dpwn stream,
and all the courts in the county hall.
here and he has told me of his
and of the wading through the small By Representative Chester C. Bolton
* * • •
were held at Wiscasset.
of
Ohio
experience the night she was lost.
The home now occupied by Jesse creeks that empty into the river.
The
lour
sessions
of
the
SeventyI have a large framed picture of her
The home of the Misses Harriet
The Dr. Edmund Buxton place was Mills, was built by Jonathan Cobb
third and Seventy-fourth Congre-ses.
and I am wondering if there are
P
and
Susan
Stevens,
was
formerly
about
1823,
son
of
Roland
Cobb,
a
built by Dr. Buxton the date not
representing, roughly spea! lng. the
very many of them in existence to
back
in
1769
and
1854.
the
Deacon
Revolutionary
War
Soldier
who
lies
definitely fixed but it was after 1770.
day. This is the way Capt. Dow
Jesse Page home. Mr Page was a term of President Roosevelt have ap
Dr. Buxton was born in Reading. buried in the Town Yard.
propriated in excess of S30.000 000 000
called her masts: Fore. main, mizzen.
* ♦ • •
trader
at
the
village,
a
busy
citizen
Mass., and practiced medicine in
spanker, jigger, driver and pusher.
The home of Forrest Spear was and holder of many responsible of including appropriations through the
Warren for 34 years. He died in
It may interest some of your read
formerly an ell to the Mallett Tavern fices in town. It was he who willed Reconstruction Finance Corporation.
1828, his death caused by a fall from
Joe E. Brown. America's favorite comedian, is now starring at Strand ers to know that I have the names
Do
you
realize
that
if
one
dollar
which was built in 1806.
upon his death $1009 and all his real
a horse, he was extremely fond of
Theatre in First National’s “Earthworm Tractors," the rib-tickling story I and records of 762 ships, 235 barks. 28
estate to the Congregational Society. had been laid away every minute of
riding. It is interesting to know that
The summer home of Miss Susan The first meeting to organize an every day and czery night frem the about a dumbbell salesman whose madcap mishaps form one of the funniest j barkentines and 582 schooners; also
the huge willow beside the road at Porter of Evansville, Wis., was built
beginning of the year 1 to January 1, j Brown pictures in years. June Travis has the role of the leading lady and what I think is the largest and most
thc home of Mrs. Annie Atkins Spear by Dr. Edmund Buxton, who was academy was held in this house back 1936. there would have been en the others in the cast include Guy Kibbee, Dick Foran and Caro Hughes.—adv.
complete marine scrap book in the
was his riding stick. This home of born in Reading, Mass., in 1770 and in 1808. and it was here that a meet latter date $1,300,404,000?
U. S. A. (I was told that when I had
Dr. Buxton is now the summer home who practised medicine in Warren ing was held tc establish a masonic
quarters
at
the
Edgar
Daggett
home

them on exhibition in the old State
In other words, iust a little more
UNION
of Miss Susan Porter of Evansville, for 33 years. Dr. Benjamin Buxton lodge in town. In fact this seemed than a billion dollars In 1936 years
I House, Boston). These records in
stead.
to be the meeting place for all such
Wi
A serious accident recently befell
at the rate of a dollar a minute. As
was hls son. Dr. Edmund Buxton
Carleton Mansfield of Portland clude everything from being dismast
Dr.
Benjamin
Buxton,
son was fond of riding and it was the purposes.
a comparison, note that ’he present Mrs. Eugene Calaerwood who fell 1 was weekend guest of hls mother, ed to mutiny.
of Dr. Edmund Buxton, whose cause of his death. His willow rid
I also have a large number of ma
The Shorten House was formerly Administration is spending at the from her door step, sustaining in Mrs. Josephine Bessey.
former
home
is
located
on ing stick is the huge tree beside the
rine books, about 50 framed pictures
juries to her right leg besides several
the Edwin Smith place, Warren's rate of $10,000 per minute.
“Texas Terry," rodeo champion,
Buxton Hill in Warren village, re road at the home of Mrs. Annie ]awyer back in 1822. Mr. Smith was
Roger Babson, noted economist, bruises and cuts. As result, she will
and a lot of unframed pictures, all of
and his cowboys, Fite and Cahill,
ceived his medical degree at Bowdoin Atkins Spear
be confined to her home for some comedy dancers, gave a fine enter the sailing vessels.
the eighth son of Manasseh Smith, has made the following comment
College in 1839. and practised medi
“If every dollar spent were being time.
I would be glad to hear from any
was born July 14. 1790, graduated
tainment) Monday ntghit at Town
cine here in Warren for 48 years. It
The home of Mrs. Annie Atkins
one
interested in a collection of this
matched
by
a
dollar
in
tax
revenues,
The
Methodist
Ladies
Aid
held
an
from Harvard Law school, and
hall. They will play a return en
is said that the Buxtons entertained Spear is 115 years old. The original
kind.
Alton W. Pratt,
practised law at Aina. He married I would not be alarmed. If this were all day meeting Friday, the husbands gagement next Monday night.
Jefferson Davis here at one time. At hand-blocked paper is still in the
16 Argyle street,
so.
the
voters
would
soon
take
care
of
|
being
invited
to
dinner.
Over
$7
was
Caroline Head of Waldoboro and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Shepard are
any rate. Dr. Benjamin Buxton en hall, in splendid condition yet.
the spending problem."
taken in. gladdening the hearts of enjoying a nice radio, a surprise (Formerly of Rockport. Maine).
came to Warren in 1822.
tered the 5th Maine regiment during
In shipbuilding days, when War
The American people are showing I this band of busy workers.
gift from Mr. and Mrs. William
the Civil War as Army Surgeon was ren's chief industry was building of
Several townspeople went to' Sturtevant of Winnetka, Ill. This
LIBERTY
The home occupied by Dr. Fred G. signs of awakening to the situation,
captured by the Confederates but ships, eight yards doing brisk business
Campbell was built by Dr. Ablel because they realize that this spend Lincolnville Beach last Sunday to see gift is especially appreciated by Mr.
was treated very well. It is said that the “Dunromin' Inn' was the board
John Merrill Is making satisfactory
Wood Kennedy, about 1829. He re ing on the part of the New Deal the new ferry.
Shepard who has been confined to
Mrs. Buxton, a Wiscasset woman ing house for part of the crew. Ship
Changing its yellow face, the house a wheel chair for more than two recovery from a recent operation at
ceived his M. D. degree at Bowdoin means that every penny must be
was of southern extraction, which yards were located on both sides of
raised by taxation, whether by dl-ect of E. N. Prescett is making a neat
Knox Hospital.
College and practiced medicine in
years.
may also have accounted for the fact. the river, the sites of which started
or indirect measures.
appearance in white with green trim
Warren about 30 years.
The Sewing Circle meets Tuesday
Dr. Benjamin Buxton was active in just below the mill dam. On the east
It is a well-known fact that the mings.
• • • •
It takes only 29 to 36 years to at the home of Mrs. James Burkell.
starting the Maine General Hospital side of the river where the Chester
tax measure just passed is only an
Roland Sayward and family of wash away a foot of topsoil from a
It is said that most of the brick
Mrs. Ruby Holt motored Saturday
B. Hall wharf is now. was located the
other attempt to give the impression
in Portland.
houses as the Wilbur Spear home.
Springfield, Mass., are visiting rela field that is cultivated on an 8 per to Portland.
• • » •
Albert Counce yard, and a few
that this is the end of higher taxa
tives in town, making their head cent slope.
Clarence Spear home. W. F. Robin
Miss K. C. Walker arrived home
The Charles Webb home was built hundred feet below was the Thomas son home, the Harold Drewett place, tion.
Saturday after an extended visit
On the contrary, present taxes
in 1799 by Deacon William Holmes Bridges yard. At Andrews Point, and the John Connell place were
with her brother at his home ln
levied are inadequate, and the next
Webb. Deacon Webb was a silver was the Paul Boggs yard.
built by Lot Lincoln, who was bom
Northport, L. I.
session
will
demonstrate
the
need
for
I
On
the
western
shore,
site
of
the
smith and brass worker, plying his
Dr. Franz Leyonborg attended a
larger income by taxation, simply be- I
trade in Warren from 1799 to 1850. shoe factory, was located one of the
UNION, MAINE
recent
meeting of the Knox County
cause
the
country
cannot
continue
to
'
ship
yards
and
a
short
distance
be

Incidentally Mr. Webb had studied the
Relieve tlie burning
Medical Association In Rockland.
live on borrowed money and at the
oorencsa of externally
GRADUATE ELECTRICIAN
trade ln Boston with Paul Revere low. the McCallum ship yard, and
Mrs. Richard Coombs of Stamford,
eausi-d pimples,and uiil
same time maintain national credit;
who w as a silversmith. Candlesticks, the John Counce Yard and probably
Is Now Completely Equ'pped For the Repair of
healing of these ugly de
Conn., is visiting her parents, Mr.
or,
far
better,
the
people
will
demand
Hre;.s.
were
made
a
mile
down
river
from
that
the
1 brass lamps
fects with soothing
and Mrs. A. J. Skidmore. Mrs. Skid
at the coming election a reduction in
RADIO AND ANY ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
■here for the Bosion market. The ; William Spear yard Near the pres88-89
more is confined to her home by ill
expenditures to bring the cost of the
weathervane on the Baptist Church J ent highway bridge over Oyster
| Federal Government within revenues.
ness.
steeple was made by Deacon Webb. River was the Edward O'Brien Yard,

HISTORIC SPOTS IN WARREN

| AT THE STRAND FRIDAY-SATURDAY I

Which Are Sure To Attract Attention At Next
Week’s Bi-Centennial

SAYS BUSY EXECUTIVE

MR. ROGER SHERMAN
General Sales Manager for

Midco Ice Box Freeze, says:
"My business frequently takes

me out of town. But no matter
where I am. I can *go home' by
telephone. Telephoning home

keeps me in touch w ith my fam
ily and it's a source of comfort

to my wife. It’s a great idea. I
find out-of-town telephone
rates are more than reasonable,

especially after 7 p. m."
Permission to publish this statement
it given voluntarily

J. N. MAILHOTTE

Resino

i
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